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Abstract 

 

This thesis investigates the position of biological parents within the system of child welfare in 

Russia today. Based on semi-structured interviews and document analysis I examine the 

relation between vulnerable families and the state, revealing challenges concerning both the 

prevention of problems at an early stage and the process after a child has been removed from 

his or her parents. Within a conceptual framework of negative and positive liberty, value 

pluralism and human capability, I argue that the combination of a reactive and declarative 

nature of the state systems of child and social protection respectively, makes the position of 

biological parents on the one hand an invisible one, due to a high degree of negative liberty 

provided by the state. On the other hand, this invisibility stands in conflict with the low 

degree of human capability among many Russians. The result is that when the maladjustment 

of the biological parents is finally detected, they suddenly become very visible to the state. 

This very often leads to the removal of the child from his or her biological parents due to the 

situation’s extreme nature when first revealed, thus depriving both the child and the parents of 

their negative liberty. 
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ABBREVIATIONS, EXPLANATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

 

Orphan (Sirota): a person below 18 years old whose mother and/or father has passed away. 

Social orphan/Child, who is deprived of parental care (Sotsial’naia sirota/ rebjonok, 

ostavshiisia bez popecheniia roditelei): a person, whose parents are alive but either not 

willing or considered able to take care of their children. 

Unsupervised children (Beznadzornye): children whose parents have their parental rights 

intact but who do not fulfill their parental duties. 

Baby Home (Dom rebjonka): institution for children aged 0-4 years. 

Children’s Home (Detskii dom): institution for children older than 4. Children of school age 

attend an ordinary school elsewhere. 

Internat (Shkola-Internat): institution for children of school age. Their home and school is at 

the same place. 

Guardian Department (Organy opeki i opekunstva): municipal authority responsible for 

detecting and reacting to child abuse and neglect. 

Departments of Social Protection (Organy sotsial’noi zashity): authority responsible for the 

providing of social protection. The names of the departments may vary in different regions 

and municipalities. 

Ministry of Enlightenment (Ministerstvo prozveshenia): ministry responsible for the 

educational sphere, but also for orphans (except those with a handicap). Previously called the 

Ministry of Education and Science 

Ministry of Labour and Social Protection (Ministerstvo truda i sotsial’noi zashchity): 

previously called the Ministry of Labour 

Acute removal (Otbiranie): when a child needs to be acutely removed from his/her parents. 

The Guardian Department is obliged to present the case, including all necessary documents, 

within seven days from the removal in order to decide the further fate of the child. 

Non-acute removal (Izjatie): when a child is under the supervision of the Guardian 

Department for a period and is finally considered to be living under unsatisfactory conditions. 

Guardianship (Opeka): guardianship for children aged 0-14 years. 

Guardianship (Popechitel’stvo): guardianship for children aged 14-18 years. 

Substitution family (Zameshchajushchaja sem’ia): a family that has been approved by the 

authorities and has undergone obligatory tutoring.  
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Child protection: a direction within childcare that focuses on situations of crisis and risk 

management. 

Child welfare: a direction within childcare that focuses on preventive measures and a 

comprehensive understanding of the family situation as a whole. 

 

(Semeinyi Kodeks 1995, Fedulova et al. 2003; Holm-Hansen, Feiring & Malik 2005: Rockhill 

2010; Biriukova, Varlamova & Siniavskaia 2013; Holm-Hansen 2018; Pravitel’stvo Rossii 

2019) 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 The path leading to this project 
 

In October 2002, I sat on a bus from Kaliningrad to Gdynia. My high school class and I had 

just spent almost a week together with social orphans at an internat (home and school for 

children, most often orphans, of school age) not knowing a word of Russian and 

understanding fairly little of the Russian context and how this internat was run. Sitting on this 

bus, I decided that I had to return to this internat, to learn about the situation of these social 

orphans more thoroughly. So, after high school and upon finishing a crash-course of Russian 

language, I returned in the summer of 2004. Having learned enough Russian to be able to 

communicate, I spent a year getting to know the children, the internat and Russian society in 

general. This year came to change my life in many respects, and now, 14 years later, I still try 

to keep in touch with as many of the children as possible, most importantly showing them 

moral support. Fortunately, some of them seem to be doing ok, but still, many of them face 

big challenges concerning their integration into society as adults. These children became 

social orphans because of the various challenges that Russia faced in the 90’s, and were taken 

care of according to the well-established tradition of institutionalized child welfare. 

At the same time as I worked at the internat, researchers from Norway and Russia, among 

others, studied the possibilities for replacing most of the Russian institutions with a larger 

number of family-like alternatives. This resulted in the several NIBR-reports (Norwegian 

Institute for Urban and Regional research), describing, among other things, the beginning of a 

deinstitutionalization process, showing both an increase in actual family-like alternatives, and 

the temporary transformation of existing institutions into resembling family-like homes. 

Many years after my experience at the internat, I read these reports together with other 

research on this topic. Eventually this, in combination with my personal experience, led me to 

this thesis’ overall aim: to analyze the position of biological parents within the system of child 

welfare. Being a non-Russian, I hope to be able to see the Russian context from a rather 

objective perspective. As Holm-Hansen (2005) writes: “Sometimes it is simply easier to see 

the specificities of each other’s contexts from outside” (p. 14). Moreover, having lived in 

Russia and studied Russia as an area for many years, I pay close attention to both general and 
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more specifically Russian perspectives, relevant to the different phenomena being analyzed. 

Finally, my experience from working close to the orphans has given me a deep motivation to 

explore how the issue of social orphanhood is being handled on various levels in the Russian 

society. Therefore, with what I call distant objectivity, and what Reason (1988) has called 

“critical subjectivity” in my luggage, I start my journey into the territory of social orphanhood 

in Russia as of 2018-2019, focusing on underlying reasons for this phenomenon and the 

position of biological parents within the system of childcare1. 

1.2 Thesis aim and outline 
 

This year we approach the 30th anniversary of the UN Convention on the rights of the Child. 

This convention seeks to protect the rights of the most vulnerable citizens of the world, 

children in general. Still, there are those, who are even more vulnerable than others – these are 

the children who are left to themselves, deprived of parental care for various reasons. Further, 

the UN has proclaimed that children without parental care will be the focus of their “Rights of 

the Child” Resolution of 2019 (SOS-Children’s Villages 2018). Finally, Russia is now in the 

second year of what the state has proclaimed to be the Decade of Childhood 2018-2027 

(Kreml’, 2017). Therefore, it is highly relevant from both an international and specifically 

Russian perspective to address the issue of social orphanhood.  

In Russia, social orphanhood became a growing problem after the dissolution of the USSR 

and the ensuing transit from a plan economy to a market economy. The growing number of 

children who lack parental care, was, among other factors, related to an increase in alcoholism 

and general poverty among the Russian population and a lack of social protection from the 

state. The situation worsened throughout the 1990s and the number of social orphans reached 

a peak in 2004/2005 (Biriukova & Siniavskaia 2017, p. 371). On the other hand – due in part 

to a socialist way of thinking, but also because of an urgent need to find placement for 

orphans after catastrophes such as the World War II – institutions had for decades been used 

as the primary way of taking care of orphans and other children in need of additional care, 

which continued into the 1990s. However, in 1994, President Boris Yeltsin introduced the 

target program “Children of Russia” and the subprogram “Orphans”, in which the problem of 

                                                 
1 Due to a distinction between the concepts of child protection and child welfare, which are be relevant for my 

discussion below, I chose to use the concept of childcare as a neutral term for the overall system concerning 

children’s well-being. 
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orphanage was addressed and a policy of finding family-like alternatives was presented. The 

program was renewed and transformed several times, ending up being included in the 

program “Enhancing the system of social care for families and children” 2013-2020 (Holm-

Hansen, Kristofersen & Myrvold 2003; Smirnov 2015). 

Indeed, figures indicate that the number of institutions has decreased since the program was 

first initiated (Federal’naja sluzhba gosudarstvenoi statistiki 2003-2017). However, reducing 

the amount of institutions on the one hand, and boasting about a decreased number of social 

orphans the last decade, on the other, is not necessarily the same as demonstrating a 

successful implementation of more family-like alternatives for those in need of it. Neither can 

deinstitutionalization be fully equaled with an expedient policy aimed at attacking the very 

root of the problem: why children become social orphans. Today institutions are still 

dominant when it comes to taking care of social orphans in Russia, despite the political focus 

on other alternatives, and Russian researchers identify a need to focus on preventive work 

with biological parents (Biriukova & Siniavskaia 2017, p. 379; 379 Smirnov 2016, p. 173). In 

fact, when dealing with deinstitutionalization the option of finding ways of returning the 

children to their biological parents seems to be rarely addressed. As Siniavskaia and 

Biriukova (2017, p. 379) state: this should become one of the new priorities on a systemic 

level, although to some extent already addressed by the state, when trying to deinstitutionalize 

further the system of childcare in Russia. In addition, researchers claim there is a need to 

revise the basis on which children are removed from their parents in the first place (Sem’ia, 

Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, p. 80).  

Most extant research on orphanhood and deinstitutionalization tend to focus on how to handle 

orphanhood in a best possible way and how to make sure that orphans can become good 

citizens in their adult lives, for their own sake and for the sake of the society. Nevertheless, 

the reasons for social orphanhood seem to be less studied. Of course, the direct reasons for 

children becoming social orphans are well established, such as parents’ alcohol abuse and 

absence from the family home for longer periods, in addition to unfit living conditions and 

poor parenting. However, the roots of these problems seem less addressed, such as poverty 

and the lack of an efficient and expedient system of social protection, including the vague 

system of educating social workers. Rockhill (2010) does address this issue. Nevertheless, 

since her research was conducted in the 2000s, I see a need to address this perspective once 

more, as the Russian society is in constant development, both socially and ideologically, and I 
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seek, among other things, to update and revise some of her conclusions. Thus, I will look 

further into how representatives of the state, and to some extent society in general, meet and 

handle parents that face various difficulties. Such a description may contribute to put focus on 

whether the phenomenon of social orphanhood to any extent could be prevented by means of 

meeting families in crisis in an alternative manner. In this way, I connect previous research on 

orphanhood in Russia to the question of what position biological parents have within the 

system of childcare. 

The overall aim of this master thesis is thus to analyze the current situation of social 

orphanhood in Russia, given the ongoing process of deinstitutionalization and the official 

aims of further improving the living conditions of social orphans. More specifically the aim is 

to analyze the role of biological parents in this respect, namely what causes the removal of 

children from their parents and the withdrawal of parental rights; whether, and under what 

circumstances return to biological parents is looked upon, and used, as an option within the 

deinstitutionalization process. The research question I seek to answer is  

How can the position of biological parents within the Russian system of child welfare be 

described and what does this tell us about the system as a whole?  

To answer this question I will address the following sub questions: 

1. What is the background of social orphanhood in Russia and what is contextually 

relevant to understand the situation within childcare in Russia today? 

2. Under what circumstances does the state intervene and remove children from their 

biological parents today? 

3. What preventive measures are being made? 

4. How can vulnerable families receive help? 

5. Is reintegration into the biological family of removed children considered and used as 

an expedient alternative? 

 

These questions will be answered mainly on the basis of information given by representatives 

of organizations who work at the intersection between the state and the vulnerable families. 

Thus, the information is of both a primary and secondary nature, given that the representatives 

will share their own experience with working with the state and the families, but also their 

reflections on behalf of both the state and the families. 
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The thesis consists of six chapters. An introduction and research design is presented in the 

two first chapters, including the conceptual framework within which I answer the research 

question. Then, relevant aspects concerning orphanhood in Russia are outlined in chapter 3. 

Empirically I base this chapter on previous research on the topic of social orphanhood, but not 

least on my unique opportunity to follow two former residents of an internat at different 

stages of their lives, resulting in two in-depth interviews on their experience of being social 

orphans. Further, chapter 4 is dedicated to the question of the position of biological parents, 

addressing issues such as state intervention into a family, the option of reintegrating the child 

into its biological family and the system of social protection. This part also addresses the 

problem of systemic rigidity and the concept of neblagopoluchie (social and economic 

maladjustment), being closely related to the reasons for social orphanhood. Empirically, I 

approach this chapter mainly based on interviews with representatives from organizations 

working in the intersection between the state and vulnerable families, but also interviews with 

public experts and researchers. In chapter 5, I connect the findings of chapter 3 and 4 with the 

conceptual framework constituted of Isaiah Berlin’s concepts of negative and positive liberty 

and the value pluralism, and Amartya Sen’s concept of human capability. Finally, in chapter 

6, there is a summary and concluding remarks. 
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2 Research design 
 

2.1 Methodological framework – a qualitative 
approach 

 

In this thesis, I make use of qualitative methods, and more specifically, I conduct a case study 

of the position of biological parents within the system of child welfare. The qualitative 

approach is primarily based on in-depth interviews with representatives from organizations 

working throughout the intersection between the state and vulnerable families in Moscow and 

St. Petersburg, in combination with desk studies. As an underlying framework for the 

preparations and conducting of the interviews, I make use of critical subjectivity as defined by 

Reason (1988). Critical subjectivity is in many respects synonym to qualitative methods in 

general, as it essentially provides scholars with an instrument – by which one can respond to 

research with people (Reason 1988, p. 1). Moreover, it opens up to include not only the 

subjectivity of the interviewees, but also to some extent to me, the inquirer. In the case of this 

particular project, this is very useful. 

As mentioned in the introduction, this project bases itself upon a personal engagement in the 

question of orphanhood in a specifically Russian context. This means that I have experience 

from this field that I cannot, and should not, ignore. Firstly, I refer to the time I spent at the 

internat. I practically lived at the internat for a whole year, going home only to sleep, and 

spent several months at summer camp, literally living with the children. This gave me the 

opportunity to observe the system of child welfare at a ground level, the different people who 

worked there, their relationship and internal hierarchy, how they worked and their way of 

thinking. I spent so much time there that the nannies started opening up to me and could tell 

me about the children and about how life was at an institution like the internat. They went on 

with their ordinary routines and eventually I started feeling like a fly on the wall. Of course, I 

could not understand everything at that point, only barely starting to get to know the 

language, the culture and the country as a whole. Even so, reading about this subject later, I 

realized how much I actually observed and learned that year and that I experienced quite a lot, 

despite being a foreigner in a vulnerable Russian context. Secondly, being a mother of two 

children that are half-Russian makes me often encounter issues concerning the perception of 
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childhood, upbringing and following norms in a Russian context. Hence, I have a subjective 

intuition when it comes to understanding these questions, which I cannot turn off.  Moreover, 

in order to make use of this intuition in a scholarly way, I have to be aware of it and critically 

use it throughout the whole research process. 

Thus, defined in general terms, critical subjectivity is a “[…] quality of awareness in which 

we do not suppress our primary subjective experience; nor do we allow ourselves to be 

overwhelmed and swept along by it; rather we raise it to consciousness and use it as part of 

the inquiry process” (Reason 1988, p. 12). Being a part of the paradigm of co-operative 

experiential inquiry, it stresses: “[…] research that is with and for people rather than on 

people” (Reason 1988, p. 1). For my project, this has two basic implications: including my 

own experience as an underlying part of the project, but also opening up for my interviewees 

to influence the direction of the project. This is important since 

 

[…] the process of inquiry can be seen as starting in a naive inquiry based on our primitive subjective 

experience of the world. This kind of knowing, like the knowing of a small child, is very prone to 

distortions arising from our biases and prejudices, from anxieties, and from the pressures of the social 

world. But it also has a lot of good qualities because it is alive, involved, committed, it is a very important 

part of our humanity, and we lose a lot if we try to throw it out altogether (Reason 1988, p. 11). 

 

Hence, in accordance with this, I used my “primitive subjective experience” at the internat, 

that of living in Russia for many years and that of being a mother of children that are half-

Russian, to supply a source of committed energy to the project, making it innovative and 

relevant in both a theoretical and practical sense. 

Furthermore, when referring to the methodology and execution of this project in a more 

practical sense there are some points that need to be addressed. First of all, in order to carry 

out my in-depth interviews I had to go down a long path. The most difficult part was to 

achieve a visa in order to travel to Russia and perform my interviews in person. I was obliged 

to get a visa allowing me to perform research while in Russia, and needed therefore an 

invitation preferably from an educational institution. I started the search for such an institution 

in June 2018, but did only succeed in getting the visa invitation in February 2019. Although I 

got much help from different organizations and my own university, it was only when I was 

granted an internship at the Norwegian Institute for Urban and Regional Research (NIBR), 

that I received an invitation by the help of the personal contacts of NIBR-employees at the 
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Higher School of Economics in Moscow. Hence, in February 2019, I was finally able to travel 

to Moscow and St. Petersburg to carry through with my interviews. 

Although this process was very long and challenging, I refused to give up because I believed 

these interviews would give me an irreplaceable insight into the situation that I am studying, 

which I would not have gotten by only analyzing documents. Getting access to the 

perspectives of people working on a daily basis with the questions that I am analyzing was 

priceless. Yet, my refusal of giving up led to certain challenges, being that I received my 

final, and most important empirical data, at a very late stage of my research process. 

Nevertheless, the long process prior to the field trip gave me a thorough insight into the 

background of the topic and a good overview of previous and recent research. This made the 

analytical process efficient, once I finally had collected my empirical data. 

My fieldwork consists of interviews with four groups of interviewees. One includes two 

former residents at the orphanage in Kaliningrad at which I worked as a volunteer. They were 

carried out by telephone, as an introductory investigation of the topic of social orphanhood in 

Russia. This investigation was based on my unique opportunity to follow former residents at 

different stages of their lives, within a time span of 15 years. In this thesis, I used the 

information I was provided to shed light on the importance of not only studying the 

prevention of the consequences of an institutionalized childhood, but rather going beyond the 

deinstitutionalization process in order to study the roots of the problem of social orphanhood. 

Further, the second group includes two researchers at The Higher School of Economics in 

Moscow who have studied the topic of social orphanhood from different aspects: Svetlana 

Biriukova and Aleksandra Telitsina. The latter also has a background from voluntary work 

within this field. The third group, being the main one, includes representatives from 

organizations working in the intersection between the state, represented by the Guardian 

Department and the Department of Social Protection, and vulnerable families. The 

organizations in Moscow are: “The Social Senter of the Prelate Tikhon” (“Sotsial’nyi Tsentr 

Sviatitel’ia Tikhona”), the charity foundation “The River of Childhood” (“Reka detstva”), the 

charity foundation “Assistance to Volunteers in Children’s Homes” (“Volontery v pomoshch’ 

detiam-sirotam”), the international organization “SOS-Children’s Villages”, while in St. 

Petersburg the organizations are: the charity organization “Partnership for Every Child” 

(“Partnerstvo kazhdomu rebenku”), the charity foundation “A warm home” (“Teplyi dom”) 

and the international organization “SOS-Children’s Village”. This group also includes a 
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representative from the international organization “Save the Children” in Norway and two 

representatives from the Ombudsman Institution. The fourth group includes two public 

experts, who also have political influence. They are Elena Al’shanskaia, the president of the 

above mentioned charity foundation “Assistance to Volunteers in Children’s Homes”, a 

member of expert groups, among them the Public Chamber of the Russian Federation 

(Obshchestvennnaia Palata Rossiiskoi Federatsii) and the Governmental Council of the 

Russian Federation on questions of guardianship in the social sphere (Sovet pri Pravitel’stve 

Rossiiskoi Federatsii po voprosam popechitel’stva v sotsial’noi sfere); Aleksandr Gezalov, 

the founder and director of the above mentioned “Social Center of the Prelate Tikhon”, a 

member of the Council on questions concerning orphans and children who are deprived of 

parental care (Sovet po voprosam detei-sirot i detei, ostavshikhsia bez popecheniia 

Ministerstva Prozveshcheniia) within the Ministry of Enlightenment and an assistant of the 

chair of the family Policy Committee of the State Duma. The interviewees in this group are 

also included in the third group, as they have a dual role.  

It is noteworthy that ideally I would also have included representatives from the state and the 

vulnerable families themselves in the groups of interviewees. Yet, in order for the former to 

speak to me, I had to go through a thorough process of getting official permission for this. 

Russian researchers with whom I sought advice on this question, informed me that even for 

Russian researchers it is very difficult to get access to this category of interviewees, so it was 

very unlikely for me to succeed in this, especially within such a tight time schedule as I had. I 

did send a formal request, but this request was rejected when my stay in Russia already was 

ended. I also tried to contact about 10 local offices of the Guardian Department personally, 

but I was more or less politely rejected everywhere. On the other hand, I also did seek to 

interview vulnerable families, who had been in contact with either the Department of Social 

Protection or Guardian Department, and tried to get access to such families through both 

personal contacts and the organizations that I visited. I did not succeed in this either, but I find 

this understandable given that families in such difficult situations might not be comfortable 

with speaking to an unknown foreign student. If I had had more time during my fieldwork, I 

would have made a bigger effort in getting these families’ confidence. Moreover, given the 

elimination of access to the categories of people that I actually study, I decided to focus on the 

category of people working in the intersection between the other categories. This gave me 

access to both primary and secondary data, since representatives of the organizations I got 

access to could both speak on behalf of themselves, given their own experience, but also on 
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behalf of both the state and the families, given their observations and access to the experience 

of the latter. Therefore, I find the perspectives of representatives of organizations working in 

the intersection between the state and vulnerable families highly relevant when analyzing the 

position of biological families in the system of childcare.  

The first group of interviewees I chose and got access to based on my personal acquaintance 

with the interviewees. This was important due to the intimate and vulnerable position they 

found themselves in giving an interview about their lives as social orphans, having an 

institutionalized childhood. Their personal trust in me made them open up and share honest 

and complementary reflections on their life experience with me. The three other groups of 

interviewees were chosen on the basis of availability, thus representing a strategic 

convenience sample (Thagaard 2003, p. 54). I found these interviewees mainly by using the 

snowball method, but also by conducting research on the internet and in literature, and talking 

to personal contacts (Thagaard 2003, p. 54). As mentioned above, I tried to make the groups 

as comprehensive as possible, but the lack of access to the state representatives and 

vulnerable families limited this. Then, when heading off to Russia I had a few agreements 

with some interviewees who were willing to meet me. I had written e-mails, contacted people 

through Facebook and by telephone. Still, it was only upon arrival in Russia that the 

interviews were finally scheduled, and then in a fast pace. As Roberts (2013, p. 341) writes: 

even when you conduct interviews with elites, in the case of Russia you can try to plan and 

organize interviews in advance, yet the factors of unpredictability and spontaneity will always 

be presen. The snowball method proved very efficient since I got in contact with many of my 

interviewees by recommendations from other interviewees and personal contacts. I did not 

experience much suspicion, if not considering the rejection from the Guardian Department, 

and the expedience of the snowball method was rather related to the interconnectedness of the 

third sector2 than distrust and the need for confirmed confidence from other interviewees 

(Roberts 2013, p.342). In addition, namedropping proved crucial when for example getting 

access to the Ombudsman Institution, which first rejected my request by saying that no one 

had the time to see me, but after referring to a specific name when sending a new request, a 

meeting was quickly arranged.   

When contacting people, but also in the introductory phase of the interviews, I sought to act 

formally correct, making use of my cultural and linguistic competence (Brinkmann & Kvale 

                                                 
2 Umbrella term for non-governmental, non-profit organizations, including voluntary and charity groups. 
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2015, p.168). At the same time, I deliberately chose to be open, for example by answering 

questions about my background as a volunteer, my family situation and my many years of 

living in Russia. My experience is that this made me trust-worthy, and during the interviews, 

there was little indication of the interviewees perceiving me as a foreigner. The fact that I did 

not need an interpreter due to my own language skills also helped in this concern (Brinkmann 

& Kvale 2015, p. 169). The interviews were semi-structured and based on two interview 

guides. The questions in this guide were merely a starting point and I adjusted them during 

each of the interviews to ensure that I covered the topics that the interviewees considered 

relevant as well as those that interested me. The interviews lasted for approximately an hour. I 

always started the interviews by giving the interviewees the opportunity to tell me about their 

organization, their projects and how this relates to my topic. I did this deliberately in order to 

establish a good and respectful relation with the interviewee, but also to ensure a more 

authentic perspective on the topic. By letting them talk freely at the beginning, I quickly got 

an impression of what the interviewees themselves found most essential with the situation, 

and afterwards I could go deeper into these features. 

When analyzing my empirical data, I first transcribed and coded my interviews. Given the 

long preparatory process I had gone through before going to Russia, the process of analysis 

took place continuously starting at the time of the first interview, so when working with the 

transcribed material the process of coding proved quite intuitive. I coded the material 

thematically in an inductive way, based on some categories that evolved as essential when 

approaching the research question (Thagaard 2003, pp.132, 137). Then I analyzed my 

findings in accordance with my conceptual framework. During this process, I went back and 

forth between analyzing specific parts of the material and the material as a whole (Thagaard 

2003, p. 148). The conclusions that I draw are far from absolute, given the limited framework 

of my fieldwork. Yet, given that the validity lies in the logic of the arguments, the fieldwork 

did indeed give material enough to indicate a valid picture of the state of things when 

analyzed in correlation with a wide range of literature on the topic (Fog 1996, pp.218-219).  

To some extent, I also refer to statistical data in my thesis. This is to illustrate in numbers the 

situation today and of the development in the last decade. Still, the numbers only give an 

impression of the situation, since the numbers are taken from different state ministries and 

departments, which from time to time define various phenomena differently and not always 

make public the overall context of the numbers (Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 2013, p. 
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70). Nevertheless, I use the numbers to the extent that they can indicate overall tendencies 

that may shed light on, or substantiate my own findings. As one of my interviewees 

(Interview No 9: 04.03.2019) said: the numbers can only tell us something when we see what 

stands behind those numbers, and that is what I aim to do. 

Finally, the project is approved by the Norwegian Data Protection Services; the interviewees 

received a notification form and gave written consent to participate in the project. I have 

received the permission to identify all the interviewees, with three exceptions, in the thesis if 

needed. Nevertheless, I consider it appropriate to anonymize most of the interviewees and 

have identified only the researchers and public experts. A list of the groups of interviewees 

can be found as an attachment. I have translated all the quotes from interviews and other 

documents myself, and the English translation is found in the main text, while the Russian 

original quote is found as a footnote. 

2.2 Conceptual framework: two concepts of 
liberty, value pluralism and human capability 

 

To answer the research question of this thesis I make use of a theoretical framework based on 

Isaiah Berlin’s thoughts on the concepts of negative and positive liberty, value pluralism and 

Amartya Sen’s concept of human capability. To describe the position of biological parents 

within the system of child welfare it is suitable to analyze the state’s practice of its rights and 

duties to intervene in people’s lives, thus taking into account the relation between negative 

and positive liberty of people provided by the state. Further, my hypothesis is that the position 

of biological parents is ambiguous, considering the expectations towards them from the state, 

and the frame of action that they are given. Therefore, I find it useful to apply the concept of 

human capability as it sheds light on the importance of value pluralism and the potential 

uselessness of the negative liberty if it is not accompanied by a real opportunity of fulfillment. 

Related to this, I expect to find a conflicting position between the orientations of child 

protection and family/child welfare, where the former implies rescuing the child out of a 

situation, while the latter implies helping the child in the situation (Spratt 2001, p. 934). 

Isaiah Berlin (1958, p. 7) defines negative liberty as a space, within which a person can 

choose to do and be what he is capable of without the interference from others. Thus, one is 

not hindered from living the way one choses for oneself. However, what interference does he 
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speak about in this context? Berlin (1958, p. 7) insists that: “Coercion implies the deliberate 

interference of other human beings […]”, so the hindrance must be directly related to an 

intentional act, and not a consequence of natural circumstances. Consequentially, only 

intentional use of force can be defined as a threat to people’s negative liberty. Further, Berlin 

(1958, p. 8) sees economical variance within a population as normal. Therefore, he does not 

recognize poverty as a direct threat to people’s negative liberty in itself, and stresses the 

difference between lack of liberty and for example economic oppression. Still, he recognizes 

poverty as a potential threat to people’s realization of their negative liberty, and that the latter 

loses its value if there is no possibility to make use of this space of potential liberty (Berlin 

1958, p. 9).  

When defining the concept of positive liberty Berlin is more vague. He relates it to the 

realization of liberty, and stresses the source of control or intervention and the possibility to 

do what you wish and chose (Berlin 1958, p. 7).  It is legitimate for a human being to seek 

autonomy. Still, what does it mean to be in charge of one’s own life? It could mean that an 

individual could take control over his or her irrational impulses and emotions by means of 

their rationality (Berlin 1958, p. 17). If so, this might imply that it is legitimate for a rational 

entity, abstractly speaking, to take control over an irrational entity and represent its so-called 

autonomy. Put into a national context, this implication might mean that a majority is entitled 

to define the autonomy of a less rational minority, making the autonomy an illusion (Berlin 

1958, p. 18). The individual, thus, thinks it is autonomous, and being held responsible for its 

actions given this autonomy, but in reality it is just living under the majority’s control and 

definition of an assumed universal liberty. 

Hence, Berlin stresses the relativity of positive liberty, but he also admits that negative liberty 

might seem useless if there is a lack of resources to realize it. Many have criticized Berlin for 

his preference towards negative liberty at the expense of positive. Still, few people seem to 

recognize Berlin’s reasons for this. The core of Berlin’s essay is not liberty, but value 

pluralism, and negative liberty is preferred because it seems to promote and secure this to a 

larger extent than positive liberty does (Svendsen 2013, p. 141). Through the concept of value 

pluralism Berlin claims that there cannot be a universal definition of an absolute value that is 

more important than other values. He writes that 
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But nothing is gained by a confusion of terms. To avoid glaring inequality or widespread misery I am 

ready to sacrifice some, or all, of my freedom: I may do so willingly and freely: but it is freedom that I 

am giving up for the sake of justice or equality or the love of my fellow men.[…] Everything is what it is: 

liberty is liberty, not equality or fairness or justice or human happiness or a quiet conscience. If the liberty 

of myself or my class or nation depends on the misery of a vast number of human beings, the system 

which promotes this is unjust and immoral (Berlin 1958, p. 10).  

 

Here he stresses the importance of separating values from each other and of understanding 

that in some situations some values must be sacrificed in order to secure others. Although, as 

mentioned, Berlin promotes value pluralism as a prerequisite, but also as a consequence of 

negative liberty, I will here address the implications of value pluralism in itself. He writes:  

 

[…] it remains true that the freedom of some must at times be curtailed to secure the freedom of others. 

Upon what principle should this be done? If freedom is a sacred, untouchable value, there can be no such 

absolute principle. […] a practical compromise has to be found (Berlin 1958, p. 9-10) 

 

This very compromise seems to insinuate the same as value pluralism does – that there are no 

absolute universal values that are more important than others. Applied to the question of 

poverty, values such as equality and justice could, and perhaps should, be seen as more 

important than liberty. In this way, Berlin puts negative liberty before positive liberty, as the 

former promotes value pluralism. Nevertheless, value pluralism itself might promote other 

values, such as equality and justice, as more important than liberty under certain 

circumstances.  

At this point, I chose to introduce and apply the concept of human capability, as it addresses 

the position of poverty in relation to the possibility of realizing the potential negative liberty. 

While defined by both Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum I here chose to focus on the 

former’s perspectives on this concept, since he, like Berlin, relates this to pluralism, which I 

see as relevant for the Russian system of childcare. By human capability, they (Nussbaum 

2011, p. 18; Sen 2009; p. 253; Svendsen 2013, p. 171) both seek to answer the questions of 

what people really are capable of doing and being, and what options that are available to 

them. Further, when I address Sen’s perspective on this it is with the knowledge that he sees 

negative liberty as a prerequisite to positive liberty. He thinks that negative liberty should not 

be unlimited since a person, who has much negative liberty, but lacks the resources to make 

use of them due to insufficient social protection, will in reality have few opportunities to 

thrive within this negative liberty. Sen further distinguishes two approaches; transcendental 
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institutionalism, by which he means a search for an ideal system that ensures some kind of 

ideal form of universal justice; and a comparative approach, by which he means a need to 

search for what kind of life it is actually possible to lead. By rejecting the former to the 

benefit of the latter, Sen reveals himself as a pluralist, stressing the importance of working 

with real options rather than seeking an irrelevant universal justice (Sen 2009, p. 57; 

Svendsen 2013, pp. 171-173). Along this line, Sen, just as Berlin, sees a close interconnection 

between freedom and pluralism. Moreover, to Sen this interconnection is represented by 

human capability. He writes that capability is 

 

[…] the substantive freedom to achieve alternative functioning combinations […]. For example, an 

affluent person who fasts may have the same functioning achievements of eating or nourishment as a 

destitute person who is forced to starve, but the first person does have a different “capability set” than the 

second (the first can chose to eat well and be well nourished in a way that the second cannot) (Sen 1999, 

p. 75). 

 

Capability is thus freedom in that it facilitates different ways of living. Further, he writes 

(1999) that: “With adequate social opportunities, individuals can effectively shape their own 

destiny and help each other. They need not be seen primarily as passive recipients of the 

benefits of cunning development programs” (p. 11). Given the basic features of the specific 

society in which a person resides, such as being employed and having a permanent residence, 

the lack of these might imply a certain degree of intervention from the state, to make the 

person capable of living the life he wants. Hence, there are material and institutional 

prerequisites for a free way of living. Of course, this does not prevent this person from being 

responsible for his own life and wellbeing. Rather this makes him responsible:  

 

The responsibility for social support in expanding people’s freedom can, therefore, be seen as an 

argument for individual responsibility, not against it. The linkage between freedom and responsibility 

works both ways. Without the substantive freedom and capability to do something, a person cannot be 

responsible for doing it. But actually having the freedom and capability to do something does impose on 

the person the duty to consider whether to do it or not, and this does involve individual responsibility. In 

this sense, freedom is both necessary and sufficient for responsibility (Sen 1991, p. 284). 

 

In this way, Sen (2009, p. 295) refers to an equality of possibilities, and not a an equality of 

results, making the state responsible for providing the individual with a minimum of 

resources, making this individual further responsible for its realization of these capabilities 

(Svendsen 2013, pp. 175-176). Hence, Sen recognizes that in order for an individual to be 
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regarded as responsible for his own life, the state needs to supply him with a basic level of 

security. Yet, Sen (1999) does not recognize the state as the sole agent that may provide this 

security. Other important agents are “[…] other institutions: political and social organizations, 

community-based arrangements, non-governmental agencies […]” (p. 284). Still, he (1999) 

stresses the necessity for a broader perspective on what makes a person responsible and 

argues that “The arbitrarily narrow view of individual responsibility – with the individual 

standing on an imaginary island unhelped and unhindered by others – has to be broadened not 

merely by acknowledging the role of the state, but also by recognizing the functions of other 

institutions and agents”  (p. 284-284). In other words, in relating social opportunities to the 

question of capability, Sen thus claims that by providing social support to people in need, one 

does not necessarily have to make them rely on this assistance in a passive manner, but rather 

seek to make them self-sufficient and responsible for their own lives in the long run. In such a 

way, individual capability, facilitated by the state in a preventive and pluralist manner when 

needed, could lead to more self-sufficiency, and eventually benefit the whole society by 

decreasing the need for reactive measures. 

Within this conceptual framework of negative and positive liberty, value pluralism and human 

capability, I seek to describe the position of biological parents within the system of childcare 

in Russia today. I will describe the latter in terms of their extent of visibility/invisibility to the 

state, at different stages of their interaction with the latter. I argue that there is a large extent 

of negative liberty within a system of childcare, which is dominantly reactive, and a limited 

degree of positive liberty and human capability within the system of social protection, which 

is mostly declarative and standardized in a non-pluralist sense. This makes is legitimate to 

describe biological parents as holding a position of invisibility before the state while it is still 

possible to support them. The parents seem to enter a position of visibility only when the 

situation is so extreme that removal of the children remains the only option, thus depriving 

both the parents and the children of the negative liberty that partly put them in this position in 

the first place.  
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3 Orphanhood in a Russian context 
 

Orhanhood is certainly not an exclusively Russian phenomenon. Statistics show that on a 

global basis 153 million children were estimated to be orphans (UNICEF 2017). In Russia in 

2017, this number equaled almost 60 000 children (Adoption in Russia 2018)3. The means of 

helping orphans have varied both across time and across the world. In this chapter, I introduce 

important aspects of oprhanhood in a Russian context. First, I demonstrate what thoughts 

have been common among Russians on the concepts of the family, childhood, motherhood 

and orphanhood. Then, I present a brief outline of how orphanhood has been handled and 

institutionalized care has emerged in Russia throughout history. Further, I present how 

deinstitutionalization was introduced and developed as a new policy of handling orphanhood, 

and finally I shed light on why deinstitutionalization is crucial. The latter subchapter includes 

perspectives from my introductory fieldwork performed in November 2018. 

3.1 Russian thinking on the family, motherhood, 
childhood and orphanhood 

 

In Russia, the family, as a concept and cultural unit, has traditionally been cherished and 

valued. However, the role of the family has changed in accordance with the social and 

political development of the country. While representing the cornerstone and elementary unit 

of the society as a whole under tsarist-Russia, the family was pushed somewhat aside under 

the Soviet rule. This especially occurred during the 1920s, when the family members were 

given more time to work, while the state to an increasing extent took care of traditional chores 

such as the upbringing and education of children (Creuziger 1996, p. 96). In the 1990s, the 

family as a concept was inflicted by the transition phase that the nation was undergoing, and it 

was conditioned by social and economic problems, new moral – many claim degrading – 

values, resulting in a larger number of dissolving families, a decreasing birth rate etc. 

(Chernova 2012, p. 79). In Russia today, as in many other countries, the family as a 

                                                 
3 The numbers are not absolute as the definition of orphanhood might vary. While UNICEF defines true orphans 

as children whose parents (one or both) are dead, in Russia, the term often includes children who have been 

removed from or abandoned by their parents due to problems of a social nature. Also, whether an orphan resides 

in a state institution or in family-like alternatives might inflict its status is different countries. Therefore, the 

numbers in this context are only illustrative. 
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constitution is undergoing another, structural, transformation. This is often seen in relation to 

social phenomena such as the liberation of women and individualism, but may also be related 

to new views on sexuality and reproduction. Even though many still prefer to marry and then 

have children, an increasing number of people chose so-called civil marriages, with or 

without children (Gurko 2006, pp: 10-11; Pankratova 2006; pp. 116-117; Saralieva, Petrova 

& Egorova 2015, p. 255). Research has further shown “[…] behavioral norms behind 

relationships in families and marriages being washed out, transformation in family roles, 

development of new norms and principles which come as a basis for matrimonial, parent-

child and intergenerational relationships” (Saralieva, Egorova & Petrova 2015, p. 255). 

Furthermore, related to the changes concerning the family-concept is the concept of 

motherhood. Being a part of the general concept of parenthood, modern transformations of 

the Russian society has made motherhood increasingly central. Of course, motherhood has 

always been important. Under the Soviet Union, for example, it is assumed that the state 

focused on the mother as fulfilling the parenting role. This she was expected to do together 

with the state, as it was also expected of her to work on an equal basis as men (Chernova 

2012, p. 76). Still, during the 1990s, the concept of motherhood got even more essential as an 

increasing number of single-mothers evolved, due to changes related to economy and social 

conditions as well as family values, and the role of the father remained of little significance 

(Gurko 2006, p.7; Rockhill 2010, p. 314; Saralieva, Petrova & Egorova 2015, p. 255). As I 

will demonstrate in subchapter 4.6, these factors are closely related to social orphanhood and 

how vulnerable families – often constituted of single-mothers who might lack the sufficient 

economic, social and human resources to fulfil the role of two parents – evolve and are being 

met by the state and society. Thus, the central role of motherhood as a sole concept is still 

highly relevant. Nevertheless, today, fathers are indeed gradually coming into focus by the 

state as an important part-taker of the family and as a parent (Chernova 2012, p. 76). Events 

such as the first Russian Fathers Forum that took place in February 2019 exemplify this, 

showing a willingness to change the state of things and to make fathers become more active 

and central as parents (Public Council of Fathers 2019). 

Further, concerning childhood one might say that it appeared as a Russian concept, separate 

from other periods of a human’s life, with the appearance of Tolstoy’s short story Childhood 

in 1852 (Wachtel 1990, p. 2). The picture that Tolstoy draws here is that of a happy 

childhood, the memories of which should be cherished. This picture became almost a myth 
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that was to influence literature, but most importantly also sociocultural attitudes throughout 

later generations until today (Wachtel 1990, pp. 204-205). However, this myth of childhood 

as being a time of happiness was related to the gentry of Tolstoy’s time. The experience of 

Russian children, as elsewhere in the world, has varied, though, and has depended on the 

social position of their parents (Kelly 2007, p. 9). Maksim Gorkii, for example, illustrates this 

in his novel Childhood (1913), where he in contrast to Tolstoy idealizes the difficult 

childhood as a proper one (Wachtel 1990, p. 131). Moreover, the myths of both Tolstoy and 

Gorkii could be said to be influential today as ideals that indirectly affects the way Russian 

parents treat their children, in one way of the other. 

Nevertheless, the myth of Tolstoy is quite exclusory, given its idealization of a happy 

childhood, when it comes to the way Russian people in general have looked upon orphans. 

Some claim that orphans were almost ignored by the public in the Soviet period and 

throughout the 1990s, first because such problems should not be visible to the public and then 

because the severe difficulties among most people in general made the problem of 

orphanhood less urgent (Fujimura, Stoecker & Sudakova 2005, Kelly 2007, p. 6). 

Furthermore, I suggest that this contrast, between the idealizations of childhood in the 

example of Tolstoy’s myth, and the conditions under which Russian social orphans have lived 

under for decades, depicts an ambiguity with regard to values. This could be related to what 

Creuziger4 (1996) writes: “[…] the Russian’s concept of childhood, of their cultural and 

personal past, is being touched by the rapid social and political changes occurring in their 

country. These changes are causing many to question their cultural and personal identity” (p. 

207). In this context, the term childhood could be replaced by the term orphanhood, meaning 

that the way orphanhood is viewed is also intimately related to the social and political 

conditions of the nation. Hence, the way orphanhood is dealt with is likely to be based 

partially on cultural factors, influencing how people view themselves, their society and thus 

the most vulnerable and needy ones in this society.  

In a modern context, Kuznetsova (2003) states that some well-established stereotypes 

dominate the Russian people’s perception of orphans (p. 88). Orphans are perceived as being 

poor, unhappy, dirty, rude in behavior and speech etc., and because not many people actually 

encounter the orphans personally, these stereotypes are mostly formed by mass media. What 

is interesting is that the 10 years following Kuznetsova’s book showed some positive changes, 

                                                 
4 Maiden name of Fujimura 
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especially concerning the stereotype of orphans becoming criminals or being dirty and 

unintelligent. Kudasova (2013) concludes that 

 

[t]he social construction of the contemporary image of the orphan in the mass media shows that the 

historical image of the orphan is changing. Still there is a common perception of orphans as being 

abandoned, vulnerable, and needy. The discourse of orphans as being criminals, on the other hand, is not 

very strong. Moreover, description of orphans as dirty and unintelligent is not common as well, compared 

to the historical image of an orphan (p. 93) 

 

Hence, the image of orphans has changes somewhat to the better the past decade. 

Nevertheless, she does conclude that 

 

[…] Overall, the findings of this study revealed that orphans were mainly depicted negatively. They 

frequently appear as sick, needy, vulnerable, having negative behavior or character traits, being passive 

and socially flawed, and being different from the society. Orphans were mainly depicted as objects of 

care and support (Kudasova 2013, p. 94) 

 

Thus, the image of orphans among Russian people in general seems to indicate a recognition 

of the vulnerability the former’s position, something that in turn might insinuate a focus on 

overcoming the overall problem of orphanhood. Further, I will adress how this problem 

actually has been addressed in Russia over the years. 

3.2 Background of orphanhood and 
institutionalized care in Russia 

 

One might say that the institutional form of taking care of orphans has traditionally been 

dominating, though not always (Kuznetsova 2003, p.84; Sem’ia 2015, p. 140). From the tenth 

to the fifteenth century, there was an archaic form of support for orphans (Firsov 2005, p. 55). 

Firstly, in ancient Rus the term orphan referred to both children and adults, having been 

deprived of their parents. To the extent that orphanhood is described at all in this period, we 

see that the Church was becoming gradually more involved in the support of the abandoned 

children. Intended perhaps to strengthen the position of the clergy, a guardianship institution 

developed, that eventually was to include care for orphans. In some respect, this might be 

called a vague start of institutionalized care, in a sense of private and church-initiative, which 
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continued to develop in a moderate pace until the eighteenth century. From then on the term 

orphan started to refer only to children. An emerging civil society developed means of 

helping orphans, and state-run institutions were introduced. However, common for both the 

former church-run guardianship institution and the new state-run institutions was the 

pragmatic motive behind. The orphans were not taken care of based on their own needs and 

interest, but rather so that they for example could supply the state with labor force (Firsov 

2005, p.56-57). Moreover, much did happen during the eighteenth century, including both the 

opening of the first shelter for orphans in the Novgorod district in 1706, and an important 

development within legislation under especially Peter I and Catherine II. The former made 

infanticide a crime and opened hospitals, where orphans could be handed over anonymously. 

He also introduced payments to the orphans and those taking care of them. Under the latter, 

these hospitals became more school-like and were to educate the children rather than just 

preventing them from being murdered by their desperate mothers (Firsov 2005; p. 57, 

Fujimura 2005; p. 55, Petrochenko 2018, p. 7).  

Still, taking what is described above into consideration, social care for orphans in terms of a 

system came into being only under Empress Mariia (1759-1828), when charitable societies 

got involved in the upbringing of orphans. The first educational institutions for orphans were 

organized by monasteries and before 1917 there were 583 shelters for children, educating 

30 000 orphans (Petrochenko 2018, p. 7). Then, during the Soviet period, new types of 

orphanages were opened, including those intended to secure the interests of the proletariat in 

the 1920s and military schools for those who had lost their parents during The Second World 

War (Firsov 2005, p. 59-60). It is worth noticing that these Soviet-internats housed not only 

orphans, but also children who were under parental care. Under Khrushchev, women were 

increasingly encouraged to take on full-time jobs and thus spend less time at home. Also, for 

ideological reasons, the state started to intervene more in child-rearing in order to ensure the 

proper upbringing of Soviet citizens (Kelly 2007, p. 2). This made institutionalized care a 

norm, enabling parents to work (Holm-Hansen, Kristofersen & Myrvold 2003, p. 31; 

Chernova 2012, p. 75-76). This fact, however, cannot directly explain why increasing 

amounts of children were left as social orphans, abandoned by their parents. Still, it can 

explain why institutionalized care not necessarily was looked upon in a negative light in the 

beginning of the 1990’s. Thus, this institutionalized form of care dominated for many decades 

to come, until the negative consequences of institutionalized care were brought to light. It 

gradually became known that the employees of institutions not necessarily were trained to 
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work with children under such circumstances, and that the institutions constituted small 

isolated societies which were traumatizing to the children (Gezalov 2018; Petrochenko 2018, 

p. 3). Nevertheless, in the 1990s, institutions  “[…]often [took] in not only homeless children, 

but children whose parents suffer from alcoholism, drug abuse or simply lack of the time and 

money required to take care of their children” (Creuziger 1996, p. 134). 

This leads us to the contemporary status of orphanhood in Russia. Today, the term ‘orphan’ 

can in fact mean different things in the Russian context. One may define an orphan as a child, 

not having both or one parent alive, but one may also define it as a child, who is deprived of 

parental care because the parents have lost their parental rights or for various reasons are not 

taking care of their children (Mardakhaev 2005, p.52). The latter is often referred to as social 

orphanhood (Mardakhaev 2005, p.52, UN convention on the Rights of the Child 1989). In 

Russia, this has been the most increasing problem within orphanhood in general since the 

90’s, which in turn is closely related to the economic and social situation since the dissolution 

of the USSR (Holm-Hansen, Kristofersen & Myrvold 2003). In fact, Russia went through a 

severe transformation in this period, directly influencing the reasons for increased social 

orphanhood, but also the need for change in the system of how to take care of the social 

orphans (Holm-Hansen, Kristofersen & Myrvold 2003, p. 28; Firsov 2005, p. 60). In the 

period from the 1990s until today, the most frequent reasons for children becoming social 

orphans include: 

-Parents suffer from chronic alcoholism or other drug addiction 

-Parents are found incapable of taking care of their children for reasons of physical or mental 

health 

-Parents serve prison sentences 

-Abuse or mistreatment of children 

-Family crises such as unemployment, illness, poverty 

-Parents refusing to take their children home from institutions 

-Children are in need of special treatment/help due to handicap and/or deficient physical or 

psychical development 

-Children serve sentences in youth colonies  

(Holm-Hansen, Kristofersen & Myrvold 2003; p. 26, Mardakhaev 2005; p. 53-54) 

 

It is further noted by several researchers that many of these reasons are linked to a change 

concerning the position of the family and family values within the Russian society throughout 
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the 1990s and 2000s (Mardakhaev 2005; Biriukova 2013; Dement’eva 2016). Focusing on an 

increased amount of divorces and hence single parents, mostly mothers, they depict a social 

vulnerability within a society in which unemployment and unstable economic conditions are 

accompanied by less social protection than in the Soviet period. 

 

Thus, summing up the history of orphanhood we see that due to a combination of an 

institutionalized form of care that gradually had evolved and taken roots, and the economic 

and social turmoil of the 1990s, leading to an increasing amount of orphans, the number of 

children growing up in institutions in the 1990s was alarmingly high. This led to a need for 

deinstitutionalization. 

3.3 Deinstitutionalization in brief  
 

The process of deinstitutionalization can be defined as a process, by which children are 

transferred from institutions to family-like alternatives (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2016, p. 

68). Still, however correct this definition is, it might be seen as too simplistic considering the 

complexity of the whole picture. This is because deinstitutionalization also involves so much 

more than just transferring children already living in institutions to families, who are ready to 

welcome them into their lives one way or another. Deinstitutionalization also involves the 

important perspective of preventing children from becoming orphans, including both the 

prevention of the necessity for them being taken away from their biological parents, and also 

facilitating the process of possible return to their parents. It also includes the means of 

gradually transforming already existing institutions so that they resemble ordinary homes; in 

some cases as a preliminary solution during the process of deinstitutionalization, while in 

other cases as a permanent solution for those who are less likely to find family-like 

alternatives. In other words, deinstitutionalization is an extensive political process aiming at 

both preventing children from entering an institution, the restructuring and improvement of 

already existing institutions and the substitution of institutions by family-like alternatives 

(Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2017, p. 70). These are all factors which need to be seen in a 

larger social, economic, demographic and political context, and not to mention cultural. 

The starting point for the deinstitutionalization of the childcare system in Russia can be set to 

1994/1995 and the Target Program “Children of Russia”, with its subprogram “Orphans” 
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(Holm-Hansen, Kristofersen & Myrvold 2003, p. 42; Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2016, p. 70.) 

During the 1990’s one had discovered the negative consequences of removal from parents and 

the need for a strategy on how to find family-like alternatives was addressed (Sem’ia, Zaitsev 

& Zaitseva 2017, p. 68.) The alternatives included for example guardianship, adoption and 

substitution families, but also the reorganization of already existing institution into resembling 

a family home (Fedulova et al 2003). The first measures were not very efficient, and in 2006 

there were still more children being removed from their families than children placed in 

family-like surroundings, and the various institutions were further filled up (Sem’ia, Zaitsev 

& Zaitseva 2018, p. 70). Even so, 2006 was one of two turning points, the other being 2012. 

In 2006/2007, a qualitative change occurred concerning the political focus (Sem’ia 2015, p. 

140). What had previously been mere declarations of a need for change was now transformed 

into more practical and even creative measures. Adoption inside Russia was facilitated 

financially on the federal and the regional levels, and several regions initiated their own ways 

to develop this alternative to institutions. This also made an impact on peoples’ attitudes 

towards adoption: having been looked upon as a deviation from the norm, it was now referred 

to in a slightly more positive way. At the end of 2007, though, the number of children being 

placed in family-like alternatives was slightly higher than those being removed from their 

families, and a real reduction of children living in institutions was documented, being directly 

related to the increase in family-placements (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, pp.71-73). 

Nevertheless, this decreasing tendency lasted only until 2008 and it was only in 2014 that a 

new tendency of decrease could be detected. This could be explained by the fact that those 

families that initially were ready to represent a family-like alternative for orphans, were now 

already doing this, and the system that aimed to increase the number of such candidates 

developed too slowly (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, p. 73). 

Then, in 2012, a new turning point took place, starting with the presidential order defining the 

Russian National Children’s Strategy 2012-2017 [further called the National Strategy] 

(Kreml’ 2012). This strategy recommended for example that institutions should be 

reorganized as centers for family support and thus work both with biological and substitute 

families (Bindman, Bogdanova & Kulmala 2019, pp. 211-212). Still, the most important 

change marked by this order was perhaps the coordination of strategies between different 

ministries and cooperation between different agents. The strategy was a result of thorough 

consultation with NGOs, socially responsible business partners and ordinary citizens on local 

and regional levels, making it possible to present a unified plan on how to improve the 
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situation concerning orphanhood (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, p. 74; Bindman, 

Bogdanova & Kulmala 2019, p. 208). The strategy also stated that it was necessary to 

facilitate an open market for social services, meaning that the state should cooperate with 

non-state agents in providing social services to the public (Sem’ia & Telitsina 2016, p. 169). 

Furthermore, an order of December the same year, focusing specifically on giving every child 

the opportunity to grow up in a family, led to the establishment of a working group consisting 

of representatives from NGOs, relevant business partners, scholars and other experts. This 

group put forward 40 normative acts and juridical adjustments, making the system of family-

placements more effective. The measures included both increased financial support, the 

exclusion of orphanages from the list of educational institutions (as if they did not exist 

anymore), and the definition of orphanages as merely a temporary place for orphans to live. 

These measures also include an adjustment of professional standards, meaning that new 

professional spheres were presented such as specialists on family-issues, psychologists 

specializing on social issues etc. (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, pp. 75-76). Further, after 

the regulation of 2015, the institutions still existing were to be restructured into more family-

like institutions (The Russian Government 2015). The organizations working with orphans 

were structured into a more unified system, so that they could jointly seek for alternative 

families, and help the biological families in order to enhance the possibility of returning the 

children back to them (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, 76). 

Today, the most important alternatives to institutions are adoption (usynovlenie), guardianship 

(opeka/popechitel’stvo) and substitute family (priemnaia sem’ia). The first is perhaps the 

most preferable alternative, since all aspects resembles those of a biological family, except for 

the kinship bonds. Still, the law ‘On measures against persons involved in violations of 

fundamental human rights and freedom, rights and freedoms of citizens of the Russian 

Federation’, or the ‘Dima Iakovlev Law’, added some restrictions concerning this. In 2008, 

after a Russian boy, who had been adopted to the USA, was found dead after having been left 

by his adoptive father in a hot car, the Russian government forbade adoptions to the USA 

(Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 135). Further, a ban on adoptions to countries allowing homosexual 

marriages was also passed (Berg-Nordie & Myhre 2016, p. 201). This prevents many children 

from becoming adopted, especially those with various health challenges who previously were 

adopted predominantly to foreign countries. This is also because adoption within Russia itself 

is selective and Russian adoptive families prefer mostly healthy children under the age of 
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three (Biriukova, Varlamova & Siniavskaia 2013, pp. 63, 69, Marnov 2018). Guardianship is 

the most widespread alternative, including the guardianship by relatives of the child. The 

guardian has the parental responsibility for the child and receives financial support, but the 

child preserves its status as an orphan (Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 2013, pp. 64, 

74). Finally, the alternative of substitute families is the one that is growing the most, and 

largely constitutes the positive changes that are referred to within the process of 

deinstitutionalization. Except for relatives of the child, all substitute families must participate 

in a tutorial program, which is meant to prepare them for the task of taking care of children 

who might have different challenges related to their traumatic past (Biriukova, Siniavskaia & 

Varlamova 2013, p. 74). Nevertheless, my interviewees (Interviews No 10/12) point out that 

this tutorial program is not satisfactory in fulfilling the aim of preparing the substitute families 

for what awaits them (05.03.2019/06.03.2019). Hence, there is a need to improve these 

programs, but also to introduce programs of assistance throughout the period when the child 

lives in the substitute family – so that substitute families can get support when they actually 

face the different challenges. Today, this is not the case, and many children are returned to 

institutions, because the challenges of living together proved too big to be handled for both 

the child and the substitute family. This so-called secondary orphanhood is obviously very 

traumatic to an already traumatized child, and these children will face even more severe 

challenges when trying to lead a normal life as adults (Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 

2013, p.75). 

The process of deinstitutionalization is complex and dependent upon a coordination of 

financial, ideological and cultural factors. My interviewees stressed especially two issues 

related to this: the importance to the administration, on both state, regional and local levels, of 

showing positive statistical results, and the practical difficulties of implementing a change. 

The first means for example that, as first recommended by the National Strategy and then 

formalized by the Decree 481 of 2015, institutions have become renamed and restructured 

(Bindman, Bogdanova & Kulmala 2019, p. 212; Interview No 7: 28.02.2019). Nevertheless, 

“[…] despite the fact that orphanages and internats officially are being restructured into 

centers of family like conditions, the changes are in fact of a formal character and do not lead 

to a fundamental rebuilding of the system […]”5 (Petrochenko 2018, p. 7). Thus, I say that the 

                                                 
5 “[…]несмотря на то что официально детские дома и интернаты преобразовываются в центры семейного 

устройства, изменения, по сути, носят формальный характер и не ведут к коренному перестроению 

системы […].” 
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renaming and restructuring was of a formal character, making it possible for the state to say 

that there are no longer any such institutions. The second issue is related to the fact that 

although the official policy demands change, the fear of losing their job among the employees 

of traditional institutions, for example, and the big cost related to a transition phase might 

impede the efficiency of this process (Dozier et al. 2012, p. 12). Some of my interviewees 

even stated that there is still a widespread opinion among the Russian public that institutions 

are a satisfactory place for in which children to grow up. Large amounts of money are being 

spent on the restructuring of already existing institutions with the aim of making them 

resemble ordinary homes. Still, one of my interviewees (Interview No 10: 05.03.2019) said 

that this means that they are “[…] as if at home, but still not at home”6, and referred to how 

measures of making the institutions more home-like is not the same as giving the children the 

opportunity to actually grow up in a real home. The money spent on restructuring the already 

existing institutions could have been spent on the children in a perspective of preventing 

children from becoming social orphans in the first place. Moreover, as Fedulova et al. claim 

(2003): “No matter how sad the orphanages may appear, they are the result of a set of 

circumstances, not necessarily the result of bad choices” (p. 30). In order for a change to 

occur, the circumstances need to be addressed, and these circumstances include an awareness 

of the root of the problem, but also an even bigger awareness of the consequences an 

institutionalized childhood than is present today. 

3.4 Why is deinstitutionalization so crucial? 
 

“A nannie is not capable of loving her pupils like her 

own children, not one heart is capable of that..she still 

goes home at night […] to her own biological 

children…what can you do: love your pupils – it is 

only a job!” (Marnov 2018, p.52). 

Being removed from one’s parents is always very traumatic for a child, especially if the 

removal is caused by extreme neglect or abuse (Sem’ia 2009, p.25).  If the child ends up 

living in an institution after the removal, the consequences could be, and usually are, even 

more severe (Petrowski, Cappa & Gross 2017, p. 389; Petrochenko 2018, p. 3) Social orphans 

                                                 
6 “[…] как дома, но не дома.” 
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can often be characterized as having a list of symptoms, making it difficult for them to adapt 

and socialize in society as an adult. While being children these symptoms  

 

[…] include an inability to give and receive affection, lack of eye contact, indiscriminate affection for 

strangers, extreme anger, manipulative behavior, stealing, hoarding or gorging food, preoccupation with 

fire or gore, lack of impulse control and cause and effect thinking, learning and speech disorders, lack of 

conscience, lying, lack of friends, incessant chatter, and behavior that is inappropriately demanding or 

clingy (sic., Fujumura, Stoecker, Sudakova 2005, p.72). 

 

Moreover, these symptoms often lead to further complications for the individuals as adults, 

such as isolated behavior, a feeling of being “alone against everyone”, a lack of independent 

and responsible behavior and inability to make and follow long-term plans for their own lives 

(Sem’ia 2009, p. 29-30). Further, a lack of close relations with adults and a feeling of not 

being valued and loved make social orphans lack a sense of worth and importance to other 

people. Neither do they learn to see how other people are important to them, and are so 

deprived of a normal two-way relation with their surroundings.  They mostly follow 

institutionalized norms that are of an oversimplified, conditional attributive character. 

(Demen’teva 1993, p. 66-67, Muratkina 2014, p.170). Because of this many former residents 

face big challenges when entering adult life and as Petrochenko (2018) states: “[…] only 10% 

of all former residents of orphanages reach the age of 40 years; realize themselves 

professionally or personally; start a family”7 (p. 3). 

In order to shed light on this I will now briefly present two cases showing some of the 

challenges social orphans are facing both during and after growing up in an institution. I must 

emphasize that I do not intend to present the persons behind these cases as exclusively a result 

of their institutionalized childhood, and not representing ‘typical’ orphans in a symbolical 

sense. Nor do I intend to paint a picture that makes the reader pity the orphans. I rather aim to 

illustrate some of the most common challenges that many people with such a background 

actually do face. The names are fictive in order to preserve anonymity. 

                                                 
7 “[…] только 10% выпускников детских домов удается физически дожить до возраста 30-40 лет, 

реализовать себя профессионально, личностно, построит семью.” 
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Case 1: “Misha” 

The year is 2003. Misha was removed from his parents at the age of 5-6, due to the alcohol 

abuse of his parents. He had visual symptoms of the alcohol-abuse of his mother during 

pregnancy. After having stayed in a children’s home for some time, he was moved to an 

internat where he started first grade. Here he lived until he was to start sixth grade, upon 

which he was moved to another internat quite far away from the previous one, which is 

closing. Here he stayed until he graduated and entered a technical college (tekhnicheskii 

kolledzh). However, due to the fact that the director of the college did not grant the orphans 

the right to stay at the dormitory of the college during the three months summer vacation, the 

orphans were permanently transferred to another technical college. During all these years, he 

had no contact with his family, having two brothers and a sister in addition to his mother and 

father. The brothers were also removed from their parents at the same time as Misha, but were 

sent to different institutions. The sister was so much older that she was not removed from the 

family. During his stay at the last college, Misha started to have contact with his sister, who 

was living with their mother and now had a child of her own. Both she and her mother were 

drinking quite a lot and the sister asked Misha for financial help. Hence, Misha dropped out of 

college and moved in with his sister and mother in order to assist them. Personally, he is most 

concerned with his niece and wanted to help his sister because of her. When he graduated 

from the internat he received quite a big sum of money, and he was receiving a pension on a 

regular basis. This money he spent on helping his sister, until the money one day is all gone. 

Consequently, in the middle of the winter, he was kicked out and ended up all alone at an age 

of 17, having previously dropped out of college, and with nowhere to go. He eventually found 

a job and an apartment to rent. Later on, though, since he had not been paid the salary he was 

entitled to (and he was dependent upon this money to pay for his apartment), he got into a 

fight at his workplace, and for this fight he was sent to a penal colony for two years. Here he 

went through a rough time and for example ended up with only 1/3 of his spleen due to 

physical abuse by the guards. After having served his sentence, he once again found himself 

in need of a job and a place to live. He got this through one of his acquaintances from the 

colony and earnestly tried to start a new life. Still, this was not easy, as getting a normally 

paid and stable job is not possible, since he had recently served a sentence. Therefore, he only 

got temporary, less reliable jobs, and episodes, such as that, which sent him to the colony, 

become quite common.  
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Today, he is standing in line, waiting for the state to give him the apartment he is entitled to 

have, given his status as an orphan. Since he learned about this right too late and has not been 

able to pay the necessary bribes to make the process more efficient, he has been standing in 

line for many years, only hoping for an opportunity to pay for a lawyer, to help him get what 

he is entitled to. He has few friends and hardly anyone to rely on. His is not talking to his 

sister, nor his mother. His father passed away, and so did the one brother, with whom he 

actually had some contact. The latter died in a car accident – Misha was in the car with him, 

but got away with some bruises. He also came to know, while going through his own personal 

file as an adult, that he had a second sister, who was given away for adoption not long after 

Misha and his sibling were removed from their parents. Despite several attempts to find her, 

he has not succeeded. When I asked whether he regrets his childhood in several institutions, 

he answers no. The reason for this, he says, is that he has experienced things that children 

growing up in families do not; he got to travel more, etc. In addition, he describes his relation 

to the nannies taking care of him as good, and he keeps in touch with some of them from time 

to time. Still, he knows he is alone in this world, and that everything is up to him. He tries to 

keep out of trouble, but it is not easy considering the severe limitations of his existence.  

My perspective from 2004: I saw a boy in second grade, who was physically strong and very 

active. Sometimes he was regarded as too active for the teachers and nannies, and he often got 

into trouble with other boys. Still, he had friends and was doing ok at school. He was curious, 

contact seeking and quite alike most other boys at his age. He liked to sit on my lap and was 

very happy when I brought photos of him that I had taken. I saw an active little boy, visually 

affected by his mother’s alcohol abuse, who wanted to be loved and cuddled. 

My perspective from 2018: I see a grown man that tries very hard to be independent, but who 

struggles to do this because of his past. He feels alone and thinks he has no one to rely on and 

to turn to for help. He does not think he can get any help from the state and seems to look at 

society as an enemy. It is impossible to say exactly what the most determinant factor for his 

current situation is – it is of course a combination of many factors interacting throughout his 

life. Yet, it is legitimate to say that he struggles in his everyday life, to make ends meet in the 

most elementary way, and this is one way or another related to an institutionalized childhood 

during which he did not become sufficiently prepared for independent adult life.  
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Case 2: “Ira” 

The year is 1996: Ira was removed from her home due to a family tragedy; her parents had a 

fight and, as a consequence of her mother’s self-defense, her father was killed. Ira was 

together with her brothers moved to a shelter and then to a children’s home. When she was to 

start school, she was moved to an internat, where she stayed for nine years until graduation. 

Her brothers were also in the same internat at they had some contact, although they being of 

different age, lived in separate groups. Her mother served a sentence, but was released quite 

early since her crime was committed in self-defense and she behaved well while serving. She 

tried to find out how to get her children back, but was told that it is too difficult and due to 

depression and trauma, caused by the family-tragedy, her mother gave up the attempt to 

retrieve her children. 

At the internat Ira felt lonely. She was very introvert, felt insecure and kept mostly to herself. 

Nevertheless, she loved to draw and read, and she could entertain herself for hours this way. 

Her drawing-skills were recognized by the nannies at the internat to the extent that she was 

allowed to attend drawing-lessons outside of the internat. She had to go there by herself, 

though, making it very frightening for Ira, who did not feel comfortable traveling through the 

city by herself at a young age. At the internat she sometimes experienced to be physically 

threatened by other children, but was often protected by her older brother. After having 

graduated from the internat she entered a technical college (tekhnicheskii kolledzh), which she 

finished. She did not choose herself which college she wanted to go to, this was usually 

decided upon based on what colleges had the opportunity to provide the orphans with a 

dormitory. Therefore, she graduated as a gardener, still dreaming of developing her drawing-

skills. While living at the college she went through a personal transformation. The first year 

she was still introvert and almost hostile to her surroundings. She had some contact with her 

mother and brother, and went to live with them for a while, mostly to support her mother 

going through a tough time abusing alcohol. However, when her brother started bringing 

home his friends to sleep in the same room as her, she left home and sought help from some 

acquaintances, who previously worked as volunteers at the internat. They invited her to the 

summer camp where they worked, and where Ira had spent several summers while living at 

the internat. There she was allowed to help at the camp, and received moral support from the 

volunteers. This proved to be decisive for her further development since she started to open 

up to the people around her and went back to the college, actually making friends with her 
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fellow-students during the second year. These volunteers also helped Ira into a charity center 

for former residents after having finished college. There she got a place to live while she was 

given the opportunity to study drawing. She described herself as very helpless at this point, 

not having learned how to cook or take care of herself properly. She thought that she was 

pitied, and therefore allowed to stay at the center much longer than others usually do. At this 

center, she also was informed about the new laws and rights concerning accommodation for 

orphans. Thanks to this, she was one of the first ones to get in line and she receives an 

apartment quite fast. 

Today she lives in this apartment together with her cat, trying to cope with her life 

independently. She does not find it difficult to find a regular job, though not related to her 

profession as a gardener. She has worked in cafes, in clothes store etc. Nevertheless, she does 

find it difficult to motivate herself into working. Until the age of 23, she received money from 

the state and when she finally is forced to work; she cannot find the motivation to work, since 

she gets less money from working than what she received from the state in the form of 

pension without making any effort. She understands that this way of thinking is wrong, and 

she finds it frustrating not being able to force herself into taking action. She has problems 

with paying bills and her electricity was at one point turned off because she was reluctant to 

pay for utilities. She did have the money, but just did not realize the consequences of not 

paying. 

Nevertheless, today, she works regularly and tries to pay all her bills. She hopes to be able to 

save enough money to get a formal education related to drawing, so that she eventually can 

make a living based on her talent. However, saving money is very hard, when she earns only a 

small sum and wants to spend money on the cinema, cafés and other things that young people 

usually value. She is still feeling different and lonely, finding it difficult to find a partner with 

whom to spend her life. She feels incompetent concerning how to make acquaintances and 

how to talk to the opposite sex. Still, she has quite a few friends, who help her out when she 

needs it, and whom she tries to help the best she can in return. She keeps in contact with her 

mother on a monthly basis, and feels pleased with their relation, considering the fact that they 

were deprived of the special mother-daughter bond due to the long separation. She remembers 

her family as being normal without any abuse or loud quarrels. She had many toys and 

although they were not rich, the family was not too poor either. Therefore, in her eyes, what 
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happened to her family was just a very tragic incident, having immense implications for the 

rest of her life.  

My perspective from 2004: I saw a quite unsecure girl in fifth grade. She did not speak much 

to the other students and when she does, you could tell there is a mutual tension. To me she 

was very open, though, she found me wherever I am at the internat and became my assistant 

in a way, following me around. She loved to sing, and more importantly to draw. She asked 

me to find songs for her to listen to and she loved to take part in my dancing-lessons. I saw a 

talented young girl, who seemed very vulnerable and alone, and in need of recognition. 

My perspective from 2018: I see a young woman who has a conscious view on her own life 

situation. Still, as she admits, she is not always able to control her life, due to either bad habits 

from her childhood or the lack of enough knowledge or experience to make decisions that are 

good for her. This especially concerns financial decisions and the fact that she ignored bills 

that she knew she had to pray, yet did not, just because no one forced her to do it. She feels 

lonely and is uncertain on how to find a partner and start a family on her own. In this respect, 

it seems as if she sees herself as an outcast and leads an asocial life, despite the fact that she 

has friends who help her and spend time with her. Thus, although virtually leading a life that 

resembles one of people having grown up in a family, she seems emotionally amputated and 

less able to relate to society in a normal way. 

From practice to theory 

So, what can these cases tell us about the consequences of having an institutionalized 

childhood? Already in 1992, Dement’eva wrote that the institutions influence orphans in a 

way that is reflected in their values and behavior. The moral values and skills that are 

promoted in institutions are unrealistic and cannot be related to the real lives of the orphans. 

She claims (1992, p. 63-65) that orphans who grow up in institutions are less likely to succeed 

in self-realization due to their idiosyncratic system of values, being isolated from society and 

family-like environment. Sem’ia, who states that institutionalization of orphans result in what 

Mukhina calls psychological encapsulation, supports this view. This condition is 

characterized by a lack of independent and responsible behavior and an inability to plan their 

lives in a constructive way; they feel alienated from the rest of the society and lack the 

motivation to work, not seeing the point of working and paying for what they previously 

always received from the state automatically. Hence, the rigid system of security, provided by 
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the institution and state, which surrounds the orphans while they grow up, often leads to 

social insecurity when entering adult life (Sem’ia 2015, p. 145). 

Case 1 shows us an example of certain things. First, emotional insecurity and vulnerability 

might have been a cause for Misha moving in with his sister, despite the fact that this was not 

favorable to him. He ended up becoming even more vulnerable, being out of money and with 

no place to live. Further, this economic and social vulnerability led him straight to the colony 

after having got into a fight because he was not paid his salary in time. This phenomenon is 

quite common (Dement’eva 1992, p. 68). In fact, of all teenagers serving a sentence in 

colonies, more than 50% are former residents of orphanages (Petrochenko 2018, p. 8). In the 

need for money to provide for himself in a most elementary sense, Misha ended up serving a 

two years sentence, leading him into becoming even more economically and socially 

vulnerable due to difficulties in finding a steady job after serving a sentence. Hence, despite 

the system of moral values that orphans grow up with in an institution, they face such big 

challenges when going out into the adult world that they become disoriented. As many others, 

he did not know of any organizations that might have helped him at least until the age of 23, 

as indicated by the law (Petrochenko 2018, p. 9-10). Misha tries to live by the rules, but is 

regularly tempted or forced one way or another to doing things that lead him into becoming 

even more vulnerable (Dement’eva 1992, p. 69).  

Case 2 illustrates some other challenges. As shown by Ira, institutionalized orphans often lack 

the ability to take care of themselves on a practical level; they might not know how to cook, 

or acknowledge the importance of paying bills (Dement’eva 1992, p. 69). As Franzusova and 

Davydova (2017,  pp. 87-88) claim that when former residents of institutions enter adult life 

they have to manage every aspect of their lives themselves, without the support of relatives, 

who often stand by children who grow up in family. Elementary things such as finding a job, 

paying bills and eventually start a family of their own, might turn out to be big challenges to 

former residents, as they are not familiar with the rules of society. Further, Ira’s experience of 

being physically threatened is a very common phenomenon at institutions. Although Ira did 

not experience this that often, the systematic and hierachical bullying called ‘dedovshchina’, 

which is usually associated with the army, is recognized as widespread at orphanages and 

internats. Meaning that older and stronger children rule, often in a physically violent manner 

and with the permission of the employees at the institution, over younger and weaker 
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children, this phenomenon creates a very rough and violent framework for what should be an 

innocent childhood (Gezalov 2018, p. 58). 

Moreover, Ira’s experience related to her interest in drawing is supported by Dement’eva’s 

(1992, p. 66) findings, and show that institutions do not give orphans the opportunity to 

develop their individual interests and talents. Similarly, only a few institutionalized orphans 

dream of getting a higher education. Most end up in technical colleges (tekhnicheskii 

kolledzh) or analogous schools, neither providing the orphans with individual motivation to 

work nor prospects for getting a future job, given the often outdated nature of the professions 

offered there. Further, Ira illustrates how orphans tend to think of themselves as being alone 

against the world. She isolated herself from her surroundings, opening up to only a few 

people, with whom she sought, close contact. Fortunately, Ira met people, who wished to help 

her and this proved to be crucial for her further personal and material development. As 

Petrochenko (2018, p. 107) concludes: the conscious involvement of an adult in the life of a 

former resident can play a determinant role in this person’s chances for overcoming various 

difficulties later in life. However, a conscious quest for support from a role model might also 

make orphans particularly vulnerable to exploitation (Sem’ia 2105, p. 145-146).  

On the other side, Norwegian research shows that even in a situation where deinstitutionalized 

family-like alternatives has been widespread for a longer period, children who have been 

removed from their parents face challenges in their adult lives to a larger extent than children 

who were not removed do (Clausen, Kristofersen & Child Protection in Norway 2008, p. 53-

55). Although the reasons for this indeed are complex, the social conditions in which the 

family lived in before intervention seem to be of significance. This substantiates why I find it 

important also in a Russian context to look at the roots of the problem of social orphanhood, 

being that of the conditions in which vulnerable families live under. 

As shown in subchapter 3.3, deinstitutionalization is occurring and alternatives to institutions 

such as for example substitute families are becoming more common. Still, there are 

researchers who argue that the best place for a child to grow up is its biological family, when 

possible. Bowlby (1997) states:  

 

[…] the loss of a mother-figure […] is capable of generating responses and processes that are of the 

greatest interest to psychopathology. […] Amongst these […] forms of disturbances are, on the one hand, 

a tendency to make excessive demands on others and to be anxious and angry when they are not met, […] 

and, on the other, a blockage in the capacity to make deep relationships […] (p. xiv).  
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Hence, when removing a child from its primary care giver – most often the biological mother 

– the child is most likely to develop behavioral patterns, which make it difficult for it to lead a 

balanced life in interconnection with other people as adults. Bowlby’s and Ainsworth’s 

attachment theory further reveals the importance to a child of attachment to a constant 

caregiver. Whereas Bowlby and Ainsworth (1989), in what has come to known as the 

attachment theory do not claim that the biological parents are the only care givers to which a 

child can attach in order to prevent psychological deprivation, other researchers do suggest 

the benefit of biological parental bonds more directly. Ryndina (2007, p. 3), for example, 

referring to both Russian and international research, state that the biological family is the 

place which best preserves the interests of a child. In her PhD thesis (2007), relying on her 

own academic and professional experience as a director of an internat, in addition to other 

research, she writes: “The upbringing of a child in the biological family preserves the needs 

and the interests of the child most comprehensively, by upholding the sense of kinship and 

attachment and a relational stability, which constitutes the basis of an individual character’s 

full development”8 (p.8). Thus, she emphasizes the significance of kinship for the 

development of an individual and that the biological family can provide the child with 

something that a substitute family might not be able to. She further claims that the process of 

being removed from its family is very traumatic to a child, and that this trauma will not erased 

just finding a new family: 

 

[…] An analysis of the provided literature on the topic of this thesis and [my] personal working 

experience testify that the loss of its family is an extreme tragedy for a child which leaves a deep wound 

in his souls, even when it quickly finds a new family. […] the return to its biological family is the best 

alternative for a child, even in comparison to adoption into a more prosperous and well-adjusted family9 

(Ryndina 2007, pp. 10, 11). 

 

Of course, not all biological families represent the best place for a child to grow up, and there 

is not always a potential to change a family in which it is not suitable to bring up a child. Still, 

                                                 
8 “Воспитание ребенка в кровной семье наиболее полно отвечает его потребностям и интересам, 

обеспечивая сохранность чувства родства и привязанности и постоянства отношений, что является 

основой полноценного развития личности.” 
9  “Анализ литературы по проблеме иссследования и личный опыт работы свидетельствует о том, что 

потеря семьи - тяжелейшая трагедия в жизни ребенка, которая оставляет глубокий след в его судьбе, 

даже в тех случаях, когда он достаточно быстро обретает новую семью. Возвращение в кровную семью 

является наилучшим вариантом для ребенка даже по сравнению с усыновлением более благополучной 

семьи.” 
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this research substantiates the focus of this thesis: that it might be in the interest of the child if 

the state and professionals working with deinstitutionalization focus more on work with the 

biological family, rather than focusing so much on finding alternatives of residency, as is the 

state of things today. This is also substantiated by the current challenges of frequent returns of 

children from substitute families (Biriukova & Siniavskaya 2017, p. 377). The causes for so 

many children being returned to state care are variegated and could be that children get used 

to living within the frames of an institution and find it difficult to adapt to other conditions. It 

could also be that substitute families are not always properly motivated or sufficiently 

prepared, despite the obligatory school for substitute families, for the task of raising a child 

with a history of deprivation and institutionalization (Biriukova & Siniavskaia 2017, p. 377; 

Petrochenko 2018, p. 109; Interviews No 10, 11 & 12: 05.03.2019/.06.03.2019/07.03.2019). 

This thus indicates that there are many challenges concerning how to provide children out of 

parental care with proper alternative residency, something which is also illustrated by the 

large amount of research on this particular field. Given that big resources are being spent on 

solving the challenges of overcoming the consequences of social orphanhood, I find it 

legitimate to look into what is being done to overcome the underlying causes for it – namely 

work with biological families. 

3.5 Summary 
 

In this chapter, I have shed light on orphanhood in a Russian context. I have addressed 

different perspectives the family, motherhood, childhood and orphanhood as concepts. I 

pointed out how these concepts are related to the development of society in general. 

Especially the changing structure of the family such as an increased number of civil marriages 

on one hand, and single-mothers raising their children on their own, on the other, might be 

related to the concept of social orphanhood since more families become socially vulnerable. 

Further, I have demonstrated how institutionalization throughout history became a well-

established form of taking care of orphans in Russia, but that the need to change this was 

addressed in the 1990s, based on the negative consequences of an institutionalized childhood 

in a contemporary context. Many sources confirm that deinstitutionalization is actually 

occurring, but I have also shown that there is a need to look at these changes from a critical 

perspective, both quantitatively and qualitatively. 
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Finally, I have addressed why it is crucial for the deinstitutionalization process to continue, 

but also why a focus on how to make it possible for the child to stay with its parents is 

essential. As, Sem’ia (2005, p. 147) states, it is crucial to customize the approach towards 

orphans, taking into consideration their individual situation. Some come from conditions that 

are incompatible with returning to their biological parents and these children will profit from 

todays’ focus on deinstitutionalization, by means of further developing alternatives in the 

form of various substitution families. Still, as Kudasova (2013) states: 

 

Current mass media discourse on orphans did not reveal government plans to address the roots of the 

problem of orphanhood. Only a few of the analyzed materials documented an attempt to understand and 

address problems of low-income families and those suffering from alcohol and drug addiction. On the 

contrary, the discourse was devoted to the "byproducts" of orphanhood, in particular there was a push to 

place orphans within families and provide comfortable conditions and quality services for adoptive 

families and orphans. Thus, it seems very uncertain what would happen in a longer term if the population 

in Russia were to significantly increase thus restoring a sense of national identity, but the roots of 

orphanhood would not be addressed (p. 96-07). 

 

Thus, the situation seems to be that in a context where research and state policy indicate that it 

is preferable to preserve the child’s possibility to grow up in its biological family when 

possible, many researchers claim there is a lack of focus by the state on the roots of the 

problems that lead to social orphanhood. As Ryndina (2007, p. 4) states: there is an ambiguity 

considering what is stated in the Family Code on the one hand, and what is being done in 

practice on the other. The Family Code states that child has the right to grow up in its 

biological family, yet in practice big resources are spent on an active development of 

temporary alternatives of residency while there is a continuous lack of practical methods of 

how to return children to their biological family after having been removed (Family Code § 

54). She (2007) adds that: “An analysis of the federal and regional legislative framework 

shows that work with previous10 parents is not functionalized by any service provider or 

institution”11 (p. 3). Thus, although Kulmala, Rasell and Chernova (2017) describe the 

development over the last years as a paradigm shift, there is still a need to look further into 

how the state handles social orphanhood on a deeper level. Therefore, I will further address 

                                                 
10 Sic., meaning parents deprived of their parental rights. 
11 “Анализ федеральной и региональной законодательной базы показывает, что деятельность по работе с 

бывшими родителями не является функционалом ни одной службы или учреждения.” 
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the question of how the position of biological parents within the system of childcare may be 

described and what this may tell us about the system of childcare in general. 
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4 The position of biological parents 
within the system of childcare 

 

“If the placement of children in the Baby Home is 

easy, the way back to the birth family is not” 

(Rockhill 2010, p. 88) 

 

According to Biriukova and Siniavskaia (2017) there is a lack of systemic efforts to reunite 

biological families and “[g]iven the ongoing deinstitutionalisation of childcare, working with 

biological families should become one of new priorities in the system of identifying and 

placing at-risk children” (p. 379). Further, there is also a need to revise the basis on which 

children are removed from their parents in the first place and to focus on the roots of 

orphanhood (Sem’ia, Zaitsev & Zaitseva 2018, p. 80). Based on this call for action, this main 

chapter is dedicated to giving a description of the position of biological parents within the 

system of childcare. Firstly, a statistical perspective on social conditions is presented, 

followed by a description of the circumstances surrounding children’s removal from and 

return to their biological families, including what preventive measures that are being made 

and how vulnerable families may receive help from state and non-state actors when in need. I 

will also shed light on the rigidity of the state system as a whole and the concept of 

neblagopluchie, representing a cluster of conditions that characterize a person as asocial and 

outside the norm. Finally, some perspectives concerning the situation in the United Kingdom 

in the 1990s is presented, in order to bring in a brief comparative remark relevant to the 

situation in Russia today. 

Empirically this part is based on my fieldwork performed in February/march 2019. The 

fieldwork mainly constitutes perspectives of representatives from organizations working in 

the intersection between the state and the vulnerable families. The organizations manage 

different projects, but their work is somehow related to the prevention of children being 

removed from their biological family and/or with the aim of returning them. In addition, I 

have included perspectives from two representatives of the Ombudsman Institute in Saint 

Petersburg, two researchers working on the topic of social orphanhood, and two public 

experts. For the record, the latter ones both act as representatives of their organizations and 

public experts.  
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4.1 Statistical perspective on social conditions 
 

In this section, I present some statistical data in order to indicate the social context of my 

following discussion. All numbers are collected from The Federal Numbers of State Statistics, 

unless stated otherwise. In 2017 in Russia 19.3 million people, or 13.2 % of the Russian 

population, were recognized as living below the minimum wage. Of all children, 25.9% lived 

under the minimum wage, and the share of families recognized as poor (maloimushchie) that 

had children under the age of 18 was 19.8%. This is within a context where the minimum 

wage was 10088 rubles a month and the average nominal income was 39167 rubles. The 

percentage of unemployment was estimated to be 5.2, and 6.8 % of all women having 

children in the age between 0 and 6 were unemployed. There were 1049735 people entering 

marriage this year, while 611436 got divorced. Although the amount of divorces was also big 

in the Soviet period, some claim that today divorces have become such a common 

phenomenon in Russia that people almost expect it to be the natural outcome of a marriage 

(Gurko 2006, p. 61). On the other hand, the number of so-called civil marriages is claimed to 

be rising, something that might be connected to a higher number of births outside marriage 

and also the large amount of mothers raising children alone (Pankratova 2006, p. 116; Papa 

2012, p. 24; Saralieva, Petrova & Egorova 2015, p. 257). Further, in 2017, the birth rate was 

of 1.621 and the latest registered share of children living in families headed by a single 

mother was 29%. 

In 2008, there were 74492 children whose parents were deprived of their parental rights. In 

2012, this number was 52206, while in 2017 it constituted 37966. The number of children 

whose parents were limited in their parental rights in 2008 constituted 6865, while in 2012, it 

was 8827 and in 2017, it was 9616. This signifies a positive trend when it comes to the 

decreasing number of deprivals and the increasing number of limitations. On the other hand, 

according to the numbers presented by Biriukova and Siniavskaia, the number of children 

who were returned to their biological parents decreased from 2008 to 2015. Further, the share 

of children who were returned to their biological parents compared to the total number of 
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placements during the year did first increase from 2008 to 2011, but then decreased from 

2011 to 2015. This figure illustrates this situation well: 

 

(Birirukova & Siniavskaia 2017, p. 378)  

       

When explaining this figure Biriukova and Siniavskaia state: 

  

The available statistical data clearly shows that returning a child to his/her biological family is not a 

priority for the Russian child protection services and officers handling the placements of children without 

parental care. In our estimate, the share of children reunited with their parents in the general population of 

children placed during a calendar year was gradually growing in 2008–2011, and now it is steadily 

declining, and so does the absolute number of children returned to their parents […]. In 2015, only 5.8 % 

of children were returned to their biological parents. The reasons for the low prevalence of returns are the 

lack of methods for working with problematic biological families and the absence of formal motivation 

for social workers to promote returns.  

 

Thus, according to these researchers, statistical data indicate that the state departments do not 

work sufficiently with vulnerable families and children are returned to their biological parents 

to a lesser extent than could have been possible. In addition, of all orphans who live in an 
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institution, 4% are so called unconditional orphan whose parents are dead, 1% were 

abandoned at birth and 95 % are social orphans (Petrochenko 2018, p. 8). These numbers 

indicate that there should be a big potential of working to prevent these 95% of children from 

becoming social orphans, substantiating the claim of Biriukova and Siniavskaia. 

Another noteworthy phenomenon is the rising amount of bullying, suicide and other asocial 

behavior among minors (Pankratova 2006, p. 118). This is of course not exclusively a Russian 

feature, and can in many respects be regarded as a global challenge. Nevertheless, Russian 

scholars take note that this development must also be seen in the context of new family 

situations, and social and economic problems, leading to a challenging environment for many 

children to grow up in (Mardakhaev 2005; Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 2013; 

Makarova 2015).  

4.2 Organizational overview 
 

Federally, the responsibility for childcare lies with two ministries: the Ministry of 

Enlightenment and the Ministry of Health Care. The former governs for example the 

educational system and issues concerning orphans while the latter governs issues concerning 

the supervision of children’s health and especially handicapped children, who often end up as 

orphans. The Ministry of Health is also in charge of such questions as the treatment of 

alcoholism and drug abuse, which is indirectly related to childcare, given this thesis’ focus on 

what is being done to overcome the problems of biological parents that lead to social 

orphanhood (Manturova & Garmaeva 2015, p. 148; Berg-Nordlie & Myhre 2016, p. 201; 

Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 138; Pravitel’stvo Rossii 2019). Likewise, the responsibility for the 

system of social protection lies with the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection (Holm-

Hansen 2018, p. 138, Pravitel’stvo Rossii 2019). These federal ministries have the authority 

to define the official state policy and legal framework within the respective fields of 

competence. Regionally the responsibility lies with the respective regional 

ministries/departments, which are responsible, especially with respect to finances, for the 

regional implementation of the federal plans. Yet, since the field of childcare is quite 

decentralized, the regions have much authority to set up their own guidelines (Holm-Hansen 

2018, p. 145). The big variations among the regions regarding both their economy and 

professional conviction concerning approaches to childcare result in even bigger variations 
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among local agents. This especially concerns such topics as interdisciplinary cooperation and 

that of how to approach vulnerable families. Finally, the local executive responsibility lies 

with the municipalities, under which the practical realization of the policies lies with the local 

organs such as the Guardian Department (Organy Opeki i Popechitel’stva), which is 

responsible for intervention in the case of violation of children’s rights (Holm-Hansen 2018, 

p. 138; Ministerstvo Prozveshcheniia 2019). 

In addition to this structure, Russia has a federal Children’s rights Ombudsman, and almost all 

regions have their own Ombudsmen who are accountable to regional assemblies or governors 

(Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 140). The Ombudsmen have an advocatory, advisory and 

coordinating function (Berg-Nordlie & Myhre 2016, p. 201). Yet, there is no federal 

legislation concerning this institution, something that has resulted in a wide variety with 

regard to its institutional organization in different regions (Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 140). 

4.3 The removal of children from and return to 
biological families 

 

Rockhill’s (2010) fieldwork from 2000s sheds light on the circumstances surrounding the 

removal of children from their biological parents. She emphasizes how the criteria followed 

by the representatives of the state, including the Guardian Department and the system of 

courts, in both the removal of children and the finding of either an institutionalized or 

deinstitutionalized alternative, could be characterized as ambiguous and contrary to 

recognized theories about attachment. For example, she shows how the fact that when in 

documents and in court the parents, and most commonly the mothers, are presented as unfit to 

care for their children properly, the story behind this unfitness is rarely listened to, and even 

more rarely dealt with: “[…] the root of the problem has not been addressed. […] this is the 

pattern: a child is taken away, but the family is left to fend for themselves” (Rockhill 2010, p. 

97). Although the circumstances have changed indeed since Rockhill’s fieldwork, the lack of 

focus on the root of the problem of social orphanhood is confirmed by my own fieldwork. 

Many of my interviewees stress the fact that there is little focus from the side of the state on 

why families become incapable of taking care of their children. The lack of focus on the 
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causes makes the improvement of the families’ situation quite unlikely, which in turn makes 

the possibility for returning the children to these families nearly non-existing.  

4.3.1 Intervention 
 

In the Soviet period, the state had been involved in people’s lives rather closely. Then, in the 

1990s, a so-called ‘vertical social contract’ evolved between the Russian state and its citizens. 

This meant that as a consequence of both a lack of resources and motivation, the state and its 

citizens co-existed, while the former rarely interfered in the lives of the latter (Chernova 2012, 

p. 76). Thus, one can say that the Russian citizens came to enjoy a rather high level of 

negative liberty. In this section, I address the context of when the state actually does intervene 

in the lives of its citizens, namely in the lives of biological parents and their children. 

 

As mentioned in subchapter 4.2, the Guardian Department has the authority to intervene in 

family-life. This can be done on different grounds and in different manners. Overall, the 

Guardian Department has the right to intervene if a child is regarded as being neglected by its 

parents. This include situations when 

-the parents have lost their parental rights 

-the parents have limited parental rights 

-the parents are declared to be without legal capacity 

-the parents are so ill that they cannot take care of their children 

-the parents are absent for a long period (more than 6 months) 

-the parents are not fulfilling the parental obligations as to educating their children 

-the parents are not fulfilling the parental obligations as to securing the rights and interests of 

their children:  

  -the parents refuse to collect their children from some kind of institution 

 -the parents do not collect their children from an institution, despite not having 

rejected them officially 

-a single-mother has placed her children in state care and does not maintain 

contact with or participate in the upbringing of the children 

-the parents put the health and life of their children under risk, either by actions 

or by the absence of such 

-the parents impede the normal education and development of their children 

-the parents neglect their children for other reasons 
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  -including when the parents are under arrest or serve a sentence in prison 

        (Semeinyi Kodeks 1995, § 121) 

 

First, a child can be removed from its family acutely (otobranie). According to §77 of the 

Family code, the reason for such acute removal serves a severe threat to the child’s health and 

life. In such a case, the social workers at the Guardian Department are obliged to collect a 

severe amount of documentation of the situation and hand in an appeal for either the 

deprivation or limitation of parental rights to a court within seven days. Then the court will 

decide the further development of the case (Interview No 10: 05.03.2019, Biriukova, 

Varlamova & Siniavskaia 2013, p. 62, Al’shanskaia 2019-a, time: 15.50). It is evident that 

this type of intervention happens when a situation has become so extreme that the child has to 

be removed immediately. Yet, the rigid legal framework does not leave the social workers 

with much choice as to what do to, which makes this type of removal less expedient 

(Al’shanskaia 2019-a, time: 16.20). Also, some of my interviewees claim that different 

interpretations of the term “threat” are common among the social workers, thus giving the 

human factor an important role in this context. This could lead to a situation being 

overestimated; meaning that a child is removed on grounds that are interpreted as more severe 

than what may be real. On the other hand, as the burden on the social worker after deciding 

upon such an acute removal is big, many social workers seem to look for alternatives. This is 

also because social workers do understand that the acuteness of the situation might not 

necessarily last for long and that the removal of the child may not be vital. In these cases, 

some chose an intermediate variant, by which the police is called upon to remove the child, 

under the pretext that the child was found without supervision (Interview No 10: 05.03.2019; 

Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 2013, p. 62). Hence, social workers seek ways to handle 

the situations that are more practical, both for themselves, but also for the child and the 

parents, as the outcome stays more open when choosing the alternative variant. 

 

Moreover, there is another type of removal (iziatie), which happens as a result of a more 

prolonged investigation initiated by a referral on abuse or neglect from the child’s 

surroundings. These referrals mostly concern poor families, and, although also concerning 

parents leaving their children without supervision and neglecting them in general terms, the 

referrals seem most often to be about alcohol abuse: “Most often children are removed from 

families in which the parents drink too much. […] The Guardian Department does not have 

access to rich families. […] The result is that maladjustment is defined by poverty and the 
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following problems such as alcoholism etc.”12 (Interview No 8: 28.02.2019). Thus, although 

many of my interviewees emphasize that no child is removed due to poverty alone, severe 

poverty often serves as a reason for further problems such as alcoholism, and hence as a 

reason for a family becoming visible to the state. Moreover, when a situation is such that 

perhaps poverty has led to alcoholism there is little to do, but to remove the children from the 

family:  

 

 
The most difficult methods, and the one that are most lacking, are how to work with alcoholism. The state 

proclaims that one should strive towards helping families in difficult situations at an early stage. Still, if 

this difficult situation is related to alcoholism, then how is it possible to help? This question is not solved. 

Children from such families will end up in orphanages. Yet, it would have been possible to prevent this at 

an earlier stage13 (Interview No 8: 28.02.2019).  

 

 

In this way, a vicious circle evolves in that most of the referrals concern a condition that there 

are no means with which to cure. The only real solution seems to be to help the family at an 

earlier stage. 

In addition to the alternatives of state intervention mentioned above, there is another, 

intermediary, alternative when the child is removed from its family: namely voluntary care 

transfer on a temporary basis. This could be initiated by both the Guardian Department and by 

the parents themselves upon a need to place children in temporary state care. Reasons for this 

could be illness of the parents and a need for them to be hospitalized or undergo treatment, 

which makes them inaccessible or not suited to care for their children. It could also be 

initiated in order to give parents time to handle material problems such as to find a job, find 

satisfactory and permanent housing etc. Rockhill (2010) claims that in the 2000s there was a 

tendency among social workers to persuade parents, and mostly single mothers, to give away 

their children for temporary care, not explaining to them the possible outcome of this 

situation: 

 

                                                 
12 “Чаще всего детей изымают из семей, в которых родители пьют. […]  Органы опеки и попечительство 

не попадают в дом богатых людей. […]  Получается, что неблагополучие определяется бедностью и 

последовательными проблемами как алкоголизм и так далее.” 
13 “Самая сложная технология, и самая отсутствующая, это работа с такими семьями, где родители пьют. 

Есть установка государства о том, чтобы оказать раннюю помощь семьям, оказавшимся в трудной 

ситуации, но если жизненно трудная ситуация связана с алкоголизмом, то как помогать этой семье? […] 

Этот вопрос не решён. Дети будут попадать в детские дома из таких семей. […] Но могли бы 

предотвратить на более раннем этапе.” 
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The deceptively easy and quick process of institutionalization gives the impression that the returning of 

the child will be just as easy as the placement. What the parents do not realize is that at the moment the 

child is moved from the parents’ arms to the welcoming arms of the state, a silent shift in the relationship 

takes place. […] the power balance starts tipping, at first unnoticeably, until some parents become 

completely overwhelmed by the state (p. 87). 

 

To illustrate this shift of power balance, Rockhill gives examples of how mothers lost their 

parental rights as a consequence of them voluntary placing of their children in state care. All 

my interviewees reject this as a widespread practice today, and, on the contrary, address the 

problem of parents not collecting their children: 

 

[…] there is a large number [of parents], who abandon their children. Yet, they abandon them in practice, 

but not formally, by a voluntary temporary care transfer to the state. To the extent that the state permits 

temporary placements of children in institutions, some parents make use of this. […] In reality, children 

may live in institutions until they turn 1814 (Interview No 9: 04.03.2019). 

 

The decision of temporary placement of children in state care is made for six months at a 

time, and within this period, it is expected that parents sort out their challenges and collect 

their children in the end. Yet, as the uttering above indicates, there is a widespread tendency 

to prolong the stay of children in state care, making new decisions of temporary placing every 

six months. The reasons are probably many, but one of the factors that some of my informants 

pointed to is that the challenges that parents face, that lead to the voluntary placement of their 

children in state care, are usually of such a character that they are difficult to solve in only six 

months. 

An important factor related to the prolongation of the temporary placement of children in state 

care is the contradictory fact that once the children are out of family care, the Guardian 

Department is no longer entitled to help the parents solve the issues that first led them to 

intervene. This coincides with Rockhill’s (2010) note that: 

 

Some parents encounter many […] obstacles in their attempt to bring their children back home […] and 

may never see their children again. Some children will end up in adoptive and guardian families, while 

                                                 
14 “ […] большое количество [родителей], которое отказывается от своих детей, но они отказываются 

реально, а не формально- по добровольному временному заявлению. Поскольку законодательство 

позволяет размещать детей временно в учреждениях, часть родителей этим пользуются. […] По факту, 

дети могут до 18-и лет проживать в учреждении.” 
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others will remain in this institution, later to be transferred to the next institution, spending their entire 

childhood in residential care (p. 88).  

 

The parents, thus, turn invisible once more, as they are left to solve their challenges on their 

own. Some of my interviewees point out that many parents in such a situation go through a 

process where they eventually realize their inadequacy and accept the fact that their children 

are better off in state care. It is though noteworthy that these children are not registered as 

social orphans, even though many of them spend much of their childhood in state care. 

Family-alternatives are not an option for them, as long as their parents officially maintain 

their parental rights. Some interviewees even claim that parents deliberately give away their 

children for state-care, sometimes voluntarily giving up their parental rights, in the belief that 

their children are truly better off in state care, especially as they are entitled to permanent 

housing when they turn 18.  

The removal of a child from its parents could either lead to the return to its family (see 

below), or the limitation or deprivation of the parental rights (Family Code § 69, 73). 

Limitation of parental rights is used when the parents are unable to take care of their children 

due to for example illness or it is considered dangerous for the child to live with its parents, 

but there is not sufficient ground for the deprival of parental rights. This means that the 

parents lose their right to personally bring up their children and to receive child allowances, 

but they can be allowed to have contact with the child and the child cannot be adopted. Yet, a 

limitation of parental rights does not relieve the parents from their parental obligations as to 

financially support the child. A court can repeal the limitation if the conditions leading to the 

parental rights becoming limited have been eliminated (Semeinyi Kodeks 1995 § 73, 74, 76; 

Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 2013, pp. 61-62). On the other hand, the deprivation of 

parental rights means that the parents lose all their rights that are based on their kinship with 

the child, including their right (stated in §87) to be financially supported by their children if 

they should become disabled in the future and to receive child allowances, but as in the case 

of limitation of parental rights it does not reserve the parents from the obligation of 

supporting the child financially. The parents can retrieve their parental rights if a court sees 

that the conditions leading to the loss of parental rights have changed. Yet, if the child is 

already adopted, the retrieval of parental rights is not possible. On the other hand, adoption is 

possible no earlier than six months after the deprivation of parental rights (Semeinyi Kodeks 

1995 § 71, 72; Biriukova, Varlamova & Siniavskaia 2013, p.61). Thus, I conclude that 
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Ryndina’s claim has been substantiated: the Family Code does provide parents who have lost 

or have had their parental rights limited with a legal possibility to retrieve these rights. 

Moreover, the question then arises of whether this possibility is facilitated and practiced in 

reality. 

4.3.2 Reintegration – an option? 
 

Once the child is removed, in one way or another, it has to be decided what do to next, 

whether to facilitate the return of the child to its biological family, or to find an alternative. 

This decision is not easy, and it includes both psychological and ethical, but not least practical 

aspects. As pointed out above, Ryndina (2007), in her PhD thesis on the pedagogical 

conditions of the return of institutional residents to their biological families concludes that the 

upbringing of a child in its biological family preserves the interests and needs of the child in a 

best possible way (p. 8). Further, she states that the process of returning a child, placed in 

state care, is a complex process involving work with both the child and the parents. Among 

other things, she stresses the need for an individual approach towards the parents in detecting 

their motivation for and capacity to have the children under their custody (p. 19). The 

reestablishment of the relationship between the child and its parents is possible, if the social 

problems that perhaps were the underlying reasons for the maladjustment of the family are 

overcome, but also if both the child and the parents are provided with necessary psychological 

assistance during the transition process (Stukalova 2018). 

Officially, work with biological families and the elimination of problems leading to state 

interference in peoples’ lives is of a high priority. As President Putin (2013) stated himself at 

The Parental Congress in Moscow: “The so called juridical methods of work must be 

improved to perfection. This also includes the elimination of the mentioned signs of extreme 

maladjustment that allow and oblige state representatives to intervene and offer appropriate 

help”15. Further, he stated: 

 

Every situation has its unique traits that need to be considered. It is necessary to act not only resolutely, 

but also, most importantly, very delicately. It is necessary to avoid cold formalism and to put a maximum 

of effort into preserving and supporting the intact family as such. Because the effectiveness of the fight 

                                                 
15 “Так называемая юридическая техника должна быть отточена до идеала. В том числе, строго, 

исчерпывающе должны быть перечислены признаки крайнего неблагополучия семьи, когда 

представителям власти нужно и можно вмешиваться и оказать адресную помощь.” 
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for the prosperous and secure life of children must not be measured by the number of terminations of 

parental rights. That is certainly not the criteria by which we shall be ruled. On the contrary, the 

termination of parental rights – that is a very complex and extreme measure. Often that is just a dead-end. 

It means a voluntary or involuntary destruction of the traditional Russian family, and no law, no state 

supervision can ever replace a happy, strong family. Then something else will be more important: it is 

more important to eliminate the causes for social illness. Of course, this a systemic and much more 

complex task, which requires time. It is constantly necessary to pay attention to families, and particularly 

to those who find themselves in difficult living situation, to work with parents who refrain from raising 

their children, to provide pregnant women, who doubt that they can raise their child independently, with 

modern psychological and other required assistance16 (Putin 2013). 

 

This statement sums up the essence of what seems to be stressed by my informants as crucial 

when working with families in vulnerable situations. Putin states that it is necessary to work 

with the families before the situation gets too extreme, and that the removal of children from 

their families constitutes an extreme measure. This extreme measure affects not only the 

children and parents, but also the nation as a whole, given that the well-being of children is 

often regarded as a parallel to the well-being of the whole nation. As Medvedev (2010) once 

proclaimed: “To care for the next generation is the most reliable, smart and benevolent 

investment possible. A society in which the rights of the child are defended and its dignity is 

respected is not only more friendly and humane, but this society develops faster and better, it 

has favorable and predictable prospects for the future”17(no paging). Nevertheless, an official 

focus on certain issues from politicians or officials does not necessarily imply that problems 

are solved in reality. One of my interviewees (Interview No 12: 06.03.2019) said that despite 

reforms and federal plans to improve the situation of Russian families, officials often work 

according to plans that are supposed to be finished within a given time frame. The official 

claim that if they have worked on a problem for three years, it means that they have solved it 

                                                 
16 “Конечно, каждый случай имеет свои особенности, которые надо учитывать. Действовать необходимо 

не только решительно, но и, что очень важно, действовать всегда нужно в высшей степени деликатно. 

Необходимо избегать холодного формализма и прилагать максимум усилий для сохранения и поддержки 

полноценной семьи. Ведь результативность борьбы за благополучную, безопасную жизнь детей должна 

измеряться не количеством дел по лишению родительских прав. Это совсем не тот критерий, которым 

нужно руководствоваться. Напротив, лишение родительских прав – это очень сложная, крайняя мера. 

Подчас это просто тупик. Это вольное или невольное содействие разрушению традиционной российской 

семьи, а счастливую, крепкую семью не заменит никакой закон, никакой государственный надзор, это уж 

точно. Гораздо важнее другое, важнее устранять причины социальных болезней. Конечно, это 

длительная, системная, гораздо более сложная работа. Надо постоянно уделять внимание семьям, прежде 

всего тем, которые оказались в трудной жизненной ситуации, работать с родителями, которые 

отказываются от воспитания своих детей, предоставлять своевременную психологическую и другую 

необходимую помощь беременным женщинам, которые сомневаются в том, что смогут самостоятельно 

вырастить ребёнка.” 
17 “Забота о будущих поколениях – это самые надёжные, умные и благородные инвестиции. Общество, 

в котором на деле защищают права ребёнка и уважают его личное достоинство, не только добрее 

и человечнее, это общество быстрее и лучше развивается, имеет благоприятную, предсказуемую 

перспективу.” 
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and that this problem does not need to be addressed anymore. In this way the officials keep 

aloof from the problems. Thus, there is clear distance between the picture that politicians and 

officials present and the picture seen by those who are confronted with the reality every day.  

Furthermore, researchers also claim that the reintegration of children into their biological 

family is of high priority: “Specialists of the Guardian Department are actively taking part in 

social programs and their work is based on the aim of rehabilitating and stabilizing biological 

bonds between children and their parents”18 (Makarova 2015, p. 304). Further, their work 

with parents is aimed at  

  

-securing the child’s right to grow up in a family 

-creating a system, in which interdisciplinary cooperation between the departments and institutions of all 

organizational and juridical forms that are included in the sphere of child security concerning detection, 

registration and assistance of children and children of families with a high risk of social vulnerability and 

maladjustment 

-creating a mechanism of support and rehabilitation for parents who fully or partly have lost their parental 

rights and who strive to retain these rights, and a mechanism to stabilize and optimize the lives of these 

parents 

-enhancing the efficiency of the states’ precautionary, juridical and rehabilitative activity concerning the 

prevention of vulnerability and maladjustment among families and the protection of the rights of families 

with minors, and include non-commercial organizations in this work 

-strengthening the social status of the family […] as a concept”19 (Makarova 2015, pp. 304-305). 

 

This illustrates the official task and aims of the Guardian Department regarding the 

preservation of the biological parents, including both the prevention of families getting into 

situations that require drastic measures and the re-establishing of families that have been 

dissolved. 

My interviewees, however, claimed that in this respect theory is not the same as practice and 

to claim that the family is of high priority in practice is not fully justified: The state declares 

that everything is done for the sake of the child, but in practice everything is more complex 

and not as they think. One interviewee (Interview No 14: 07.03.2019) stated that everyone is 

saying that the family is the most important thing, but so far no one speaks about real 

                                                 
18 “Специалисты  по  охране  и  защите  детства  активно участвуют в социальных  программах,  

действуют  с  целью  восстановления  и стабилизации  кровнородственных  связей  детей  и  родителей.” 
19“[…] обеспечение права ребенка жить и воспитываться в семье; создание  системы  межведомственного  

взаимодействия  органов  и учреждений  всех  организационно-правовых  форм,  вовлеченных  в  сферу 

защиты  детства  по  выявлению,  учету  и  сопровождению  детей  и семей  с высоким риском 

социального неблагополучия; создание механизма поддержки и реабилитации родителей, лишенных 

родительских прав или ограниченных в родительских правах и стремящихся к их восстановлению, 

стабилизации и оптимизации их жизнедеятельности; повышение  эффективности  профилактической,  

правозащитной  и реабилитационной  деятельности  государства  в  сфере  предупреждения семейного  

неблагополучия  и  защиты  прав  семей  с  несовершеннолетними детьми,  с  привлечением  к  участию  

в  этой  деятельности  некоммерческих организаций; укрепление социального статуса семьи.” 
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preventive work. So far, they work only with the effects and not with the causes. This claim 

questions the authenticity of how state officials refer to preventive work, since what is called 

prevention of social orphanhood is merely just a prevention of its effects, not of its causes. By 

this, my interviewees seem to mean that measures made by the state to prevent social 

orphanhood are really just aimed to find the best possible placement of the child, after already 

having been removed from the parents. Only rarely are measures seemingly made to return 

the child to its parents, and thereby work with the underlying causes of problem: “The 

incidents of children’s reintegration into their [biological] families are few […]”20 (Interview 

No7: 28.02.2019); “A discussion about the importance of returns has evolved, but this is not 

always what actually happens. There are no methods, no regulations. Therefore, the child is 

usually placed in another family”21 (Interview No 4: 07.03.2019). 

This is of course closely related to the above-mentioned factor that the circumstances 

surrounding a child are usually detected at such a late stage that the potential for change and 

improvement is small. As a researcher (Interview No 3) stated: “How can one work with the 

biological family, if they are unemployed […] when they live below the minimum wage?”22 

(04.03.2019), indicating that often the challenges of the families are structural, being related 

to a high level of unemployment and poverty. Still, many of my interviewees stress how their 

organizations seek to fulfill this task and that when it comes to work with biological parents 

NGOs are usually the ones carrying this out. On the question of how and why they manage to 

work with families with the aim of either keeping or returning the child to its parents, all of 

my interviewees unanimously pledge that organizations such as theirs have the motivation 

and possibility to pursue an individual and complex approach. In their view, neither the 

Guardian Department nor the Department of Social Protection have this possibility, even 

though individual workers might be motivated to pursue such an approach. The rigidity of the 

official system both with regard to the fragmentation of responsibility among departments, the 

big workload, the narrow and strict working procedure of each of these, impede the efficiency 

and constructive outcomes. The means that are used are directed at situations of risk, saving 

                                                 
20 “Реинтеграций в [кровную] семью единичные случаи […].” 
21  “Дискуссия пошла о том, что надо пытаться возвращать, но не всегда это получается. Пока что 

никаких технологий отработанных, никакого регламента нет. Как правило это заканчивается 

помещением в другую семью.” 
22 “Как можно работать с кровной семьёй если нет работы […] когда они за чертой бедности?” 
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children from dangerous circumstances, and lack the perspective of helping the families to 

handle their own challenges. 

As one of Rockhill’s (2010) interviewees said: although the work at institutions should be 

directed at returning the children to their parents this 

 

 […] does not happen in 90 percent of the cases, because the family absolutely does not have proper 

conditions for raising the child. To help such families, there should be real help, but we do not have either 

financial, or other means. We do not have special services that help families, especially with small 

children (p. 99). 

 

The challenge presented in this statement is the gap between what is recognized as being in 

the best interests of the child, and what is being done in practice. The development towards 

the implementation of practical means of work with biological families is slow, and the state’s 

efforts in this regard is quite limited (Ryndina 2007, 10). The finding of my fieldwork support 

this claim and many of my interviewees state that if the child is removed the Guardian 

Department can basically forget about the mother – she must proclaim and fight for her needs 

herself. As one (Interview No 6) for example said: “Who will work with the family when the 

child is no more in the family? […] The most important task has been accomplished: the child 

has been removed”23 (27.02.2019). From this claim, we can conclude that the most important 

task for the Guardian Department is to overcome risk and save the child out of the situation.  

Moreover, the focus on risk management can be related to the difficult working situation 

within the Guardian Department. Many interviewees note that the workload is tremendous, 

and not to speak of the responsibility. One psychologist (Interview No 13: 07.03.2019) said 

that she is happy that she are not the one making such decisions as it is very difficult and there 

are many factors involved. Further, another (Interview No 8) claimed that the departments 

that work with vulnerable families 

 

[…] do function; they plan their activities and conduct reports every three months. Still, there is a lack of 

qualified personnel, methods that would solve the task and a three-dimensional understanding of how to 

                                                 
23 “Кто будет работать с семьёй, когда ребёнка уже забрали? […] Главное сделали: отняли ребёнка из 

семьи.” 
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help. Referring to the methods of case-management in SOS- Children’s Villages, which is the best 

example of such experience, this kind of work is absent [in the state departments]24 (28.02.2018).  

 

This indicates that the Guardian Department lacks the adequate methods and competence to 

handle the specific challenges in a satisfactory way, and as a result focuses merely on risk 

management. This in turn is unfavourable to the children, since “[…] by threatening the 

mother, we do not help the child” (Interview No 13: 07.03.2019). When the Guardian 

Department only reprimands and threatens the parents without being able to offer constructive 

assistance in overcoming challenges, this negative visibility is really the same as invisibility. 

4.3.3 Social protection 
 

Above, I have discussed important perspectives concerning the removal and possible 

reintegration of a child from/to its biological family. Of further relevance to the topic of this 

thesis is how the state seeks to prevent the need for the reactive measures that often result in 

psychological deprivation. In 1975, Langmeier and Matějcek state that: 

 

The fundamental framework of measures to prevent psychological derivation in children includes a wide 

variety of measures applied in society at large […]. The basic element is the domestic policy of the state. 

The elimination of poverty and of all forms of material hardship, insecurity, and fear, the realization of an 

adequate standard of living for the whole of the population, and special aid to families with children are 

undoubtedly basic anti-deprivation conditions (p.367). 

 

This has become recognized by researchers in general, and for example Dozier et al. (2012) 

also state that: “Vulnerable birth parents need social support, services, and educational 

programs to promote their ability to care for their children adequately” (p. 13). Under the 

Soviet Union, families were provided with a more or less equal and reliable set of social 

support. Then, in the 1990s, this changed into a minimalist and liberal approach, making 

people in general more autonomous and only the most needy entitled to support from the state 

(Chernova 2012, p. 76, 80). But, the most needy are not always able to acquire what they may 

be entitled to, making this system of social protection a potential trap for vulnerable families. 

On this note, I will shed light on the system of social protection in Russia today, in order 

                                                 
24 “[…] работают. У них планирование, отчеты раз в три месяца. Но квалифицированных кадров, которые 

бы решили эти задачи, трехмерного понимания того, как можно помочь, нет. Ссылаюсь на кейс-работе в 

СОС-Десткие Деревни - это лучший опыт. Нет такого [в госудрственных органах].” 
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address what is being done to prevent situations, which require such reactive measures as 

removal of children from their families. 

In 2013, the Russian President enacted Law No 442 about the providing of social services to 

Russian citizens (Kreml’ 2013). According to this law, providers of social services are “[…] 

juridical entities, regardless of its organizational or juridical form, and (or) an individual 

entrepreneur providing social assistance” and include 

 

[…] the federal organ of executive power, performing the function of outlining and realizing state policies 

and normative and juridical regulations within the sphere of social protection; […] the state organ of the 

subjects of the Russian Federation, empowered to exercise the authority granted by the Federal Law 

within the sphere of social protection on the territory of the subject of the Russian Federation; […] social 

service-organizations that are administered by the federal organs of executive power; […] social service-

organizations that are administered by the subject of the Russian Federation; […] non-state (commercial 

and non-commercial) organizations providing social services, including socially orientated non-

commercial organizations providing social services; […] independent entrepreneurs providing social 

services; […] organizations administered by the authority of the subject of the Russian Federation, which, 

according to the Federal Law, are granted the authority to recognize citizens as in need of social services 

and to design individual programs on the territory of one or several municipal entities25 (Kreml’ 2013).  

 

Further, according to the Executive order No 940 of the Ministry of Labour26 

 

Organizations providing social services have the right to […] be included in the register of social service-

providers of the Russian Federation […] the organizations form public information servers that displays 

information about the activities of the organizations, and provide access to these servers by publishing 

information on information-stands […], social media and the Internet27 (Ministerstvo Truda 2014).  

                                                 
25 “ […] федеральный орган исполнительной власти, осуществляющий функции по выработке и 

реализации государственной политики и нормативно-правовому регулированию в сфере социального 

обслуживания; […] орган государственной власти субъекта Российской Федерации, уполномоченный на 

осуществление предусмотренных настоящим Федеральным законом полномочий в сфере социального 

обслуживания на территории субъекта Российской Федерации; […]организации социального 

обслуживания, находящиеся в ведении федеральных органов исполнительной власти; […] организации 

социального обслуживания, находящиеся в ведении субъекта Российской Федерации; 

[…]негосударственные (коммерческие и некоммерческие) организации социального обслуживания, в 

том числе социально ориентированные некоммерческие организации, предоставляющие социальные 

услуги; […] индивидуальны[е] предпринимател[и], осуществляющи[е] социальное обслуживание; […] 

организации, которые находятся в ведении уполномоченного органа субъекта Российской Федерации и 

которым в соответствии с настоящим Федеральным законом предоставлены полномочия на признание 

граждан нуждающимися в социальном обслуживании и составление индивидуальной программы на 

территориях одного или нескольких муниципальных образований.” 
26 The name of the ministry at the time of the Executive order 
27 “Организации социального обслуживания имеют право: […] быть включенными в реестр поставщиков 

социальных услуг субъекта Российской Федерации […] Организации социального обслуживания 

формируют общедоступные информационные ресурсы, содержащие информацию о деятельности этих 
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It is also stated in Law No 442 that among the aims of the services provided is “[…] the 

prevention of circumstances causing the need for social assistance,- a system of measures 

aimed at detecting and eliminating the causes for the worsening of citizens’ living conditions 

and their reduced opportunity to independently secure their basic needs in life”28 (Kreml’ 

2013). From this, I conclude that there is a focus from the side of the state on reforming the 

system of social protection. There is an aim to look at the system from a comprehensive 

perspective as it for example includes non-state organizations in the official policy. Further, 

there is a wish to make the services accessible to the public by providing a register of the 

available services. Finally, social work of a preventive character seems to be regarded as an 

important part of social work in general. 

My fieldwork sheds a more nuanced light on this question. Firstly, one of my interviewees 

(Interview No 12: 06.03.2019) described the register as inefficient and not up to date. The 

process of registration for the organizations is complicated and many organizations do not 

even try to enter this list. This makes the intention of making the services available to the 

public somewhat unsuccessful. Further, despite new laws and reforms, the system is based on 

what my interviewees call a declarative principle, meaning that it is activated only upon 

request. This implies in practice that those in need of support must acknowledge their needs 

themselves and actively seek help. At first glance, this seems very reasonable, and there are 

presumably few places in the world where the state actively searches for people in need. What 

is significant in the Russian case, however, is the complex nature of actually getting the help 

you need. According to my interviewees, once a person has acknowledged its need for help, 

and has found the right institution to turn to, it finds itself confronted by a wall of obstacles. 

First, in practice, the person needs to be acquainted with the different services offered by the 

Departments of Social Protection. According to my interviewees, because of Law No 442, the 

system of social protection resembles a shop of various services (magazin uslug), where the 

client has to know what is on offer and what it wishes to request: “The system does not work 

towards the prevention of maladjustment among children and families, it is just a service-

                                                 
организаций, и обеспечивают доступ к данным ресурсам посредством размещения их на 

информационных стендах […], в средствах массовой информации, в сети "Интернет" […].” 
28 “[…] профилактика обстоятельств, обусловливающих нуждаемость в социальном обслуживании, - 

система мер, направленн[ная] на выявление и устранение причин, послуживших основанием ухудшения 

условий жизнедеятельности граждан, снижения их возможностей самостоятельно обеспечивать свои 

основные жизненные потребности.” 
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shop”29 (Interview No 9: 04.03.2019). One of my interviewees (Interview No 11: 06.03.2019) 

stressed that although in many places there are established specialized Family Centers that are 

aimed at helping precisely vulnerable families, also their services are not of a wide enough 

nature to cover all the possible variations of challenges. Hence, many of the provided services 

are aimed at solving merely acute crises and there are big holes in the overall spectrum of 

available services. The services are standardized, and leave little room for an individual 

approach. Secondly, if a person has found the service he or she prefers and needs, he or she 

has to qualify to become entitled of it. There are various official criteria to be met in order to 

be recognized as a person “in need”, such as being registered in the area where the person 

applies for support and documentation from experts about the specific needs. This can be a 

demanding, and for many impossible, process in itself. Also, this process can be said to be 

very degrading (Al’shanskaia 2019-a, 32.50). The bureaucratic process is thus a significant 

feature of the system.  

This state of things has consequences for the extent to which people in need receive the help 

they are promised by the state. According to my interviewees, who work with vulnerable 

families on a daily basis, the people, who are really in need of social support, seldom have the 

resources it takes to obtain the support they need. Firstly, it proves difficult for them to 

acknowledge their need to ask the state for help. This, from one perspective, is related to a 

widespread expectation of self-sufficiency and people tend to seek solutions for their 

problems either on their own, or with the help of relatives and friends. From a second 

perspective, this is related to a fear that the Department of Social Protection will 

automatically involve the Guardian Department and initiate an investigation-process. Thus, 

many seem to believe that the departments are cooperating among themselves in a way that is 

detrimental to them. Makarova supports this claim that many parents are afraid to ask the state 

for help. She writes: “The presence or aggravation of […] problems, the fear among parents 

to seek help from specialists leads to serious consequences and force the employees of the 

Guardian Department to resort to drastic measures, and more specifically to the withdrawal or 

limitation of parental rights”30 (2015, p. 304). In addition to the parents’ own expectations to 

be self-sufficient, this expectation is, according to one of my interviewees, also dominant 

                                                 
29 “Система не работает на профилактику детского и семейного неблагополучия, это просто магазин 

услуг.” 
30 “Наличие или усугубление данных проблем, боязнь родителей обратиться за помощью к специалистам 

приводит к серьезным последствиям и вынуждает сотрудников  сферы  защиты  детства  прибегать  к  

кардинальным  мерам,  а именно, к лишению или ограничению родителей в их правах.” 
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among the social workers themselves, indicating that the situation has to become extreme 

before support should be sought from the state. From a third perspective, the formal criteria 

that clients have to meet in order to qualify for support serve as a demotivating factor and stop 

many from even considering seeking support.  

The expectation that help should be sought only in extreme situations is also reflected in the 

nature of the services provided, which are, as mentioned above, aimed merely at alleviating 

extreme situations and crises. The Department of Social Protection does not have the 

resources or a proper methodological framework to meet the individual needs of its clients. 

As a representative of an organization in St. Petersburg stated; (Interview No 12: 06.03.2019), 

there is a need for social diagnosis: questions such as why such a situation developed must be 

posed, as it is crucial to understand the cause and effect relationship. Yet, the social workers 

are obliged to work according to standard procedures. They do not have the time to make a 

complex assessment of the situation. 

To sum up, it seems that the system of social protection still resembles the minimalistic 

approach that was implemented in the 1990s, despite the official pronatalist proclamation of 

the high priority of the family. The system is of a complicated and inaccessible nature, thus 

hindering those who are most in need of support from actually getting what they need and 

perhaps are entitled to. One of my interviewees (Interview No 8: 28.02.2019) said that the 

tasks are declared, but at the moment, early preventive work – meaning work with biological 

families in which challenges are consolidated, is being performed extremely unsatisfactory. 

As a result, parents who face various difficulties at a relatively early stage are often invisible 

to the system. They either do not seek help, or are not capable of or officially entitled to 

receive it. In other words, parents are unlikely to be involved in measures that might improve 

their resourcefulness – their human capability – and prevent their difficulties from becoming 

so severe that not only the wellbeing, but also the health and life-safety of their children, is 

put at risk.  
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4.4 Systemic rigidity, the third sector and the 
need for interdepartmental and interdisciplinary 
cooperation 

 

Child and family welfare in Russia lies under the responsibility of several ministries and 

departments. This is unavoidable, yet represents, according to my interviewees, a big 

disadvantage due to the lack of interdepartmental and interdisciplinary cooperation. From one 

point of view, one could assume that, since several ministries are responsible for the 

wellbeing of children, the needs of the latter are guaranteed to be fulfilled. However, as one of 

my interviewees (Interview No 6: 27.02.2019) claimed: despite the fact that the interests of  

families and children are highly prioritized in the constitution, the plurality of responsible 

ministries and departments in reality leaves the eventual responsibility to nobody, as no one 

sees the child’s needs from a widespread perspective. Another interviewee (Interview No 7: 

28.02.2019) stated that although interdisciplinary work is recognized as an official obligation, 

in reality it is practiced in an unreliable manner.  

Concerning systemic rigidity the question of official policy vs. the mental attitude of the 

people implementing the policy is important. One of my interviewees (Interview No 9: 

04.03.2019) asserted that the system is huge, and despite the fact that reforms are being made, 

people change slowly: the methods of work are not changing because people working in the 

system on different levels do not understand the essence of the changes. Thus, there is a need 

not only to make reforms, but also to educate the people that work within the frames of these 

reforms. Another interviewee (Interview No 10: 05.03.2019) claimed that for there to be real 

preventive work, the whole system needs to be overhauled. Yet, this system is very rigid and 

for the system to be overhauled “[…] we need political will. But, there is no. Only words. 

[…] They grant money to the army, but to the family, to preventive measures – very little”31 

(Interview No 6: 27.02.2019). Thus, systemic rigidity and a lack of will to change this seems 

to be a challenge within the field of childcare. 

Further, the fragmentation of the system, as mentioned above, is a central issue. As one 

interviewee (Interview No 10: 05.03.2019) stated: everyone tries to do his or her own work in 

a good manner and not interfere with the work of others. Yet, given the fragmentation of 

                                                 
31 “[…] нужна политическая воля - а её нет. Слова только. […] Выделяют деньги на армию, а на семью, 

на профилактику очень мало.” 
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responsibility within the system, interdisciplinary cooperation is essential to ensure that the 

situation of a family is assessed exhaustively. One of my interviewees (Interview No 4: 

07.03.2019) indicated that the extent to which this cooperation actually occurs is mostly 

determined on the regional level. On this level, the extent of cooperation may vary due to the 

specific organizational structure and the extent to which this permits and facilitates such 

cooperation. It is also determined by financial resources, a factor which is stressed by many of 

my interviewees as perhaps the most crucial one. As one of them (Interview No 12: 

06.03.2019) said: there is not always enough money to provide the required services. The 

regions are different and many of them lack the money to implement new laws. The degree of 

interdisciplinary cooperation is also determined on an individual level. Among the people 

who head the various departments, the human factor is likely to influence whether they seek 

to cooperate or not. In addition, one of my interviewees pointed out that leaders sometimes 

are either afraid to make independent decisions as to how the departments could work more 

efficiently and expediently. Instead, they wait for specific commands from the regional and 

federal levels on how to perform their work. The patriarchal model of the state hierarchy is 

evident and […] everyone lives with a feeling that there should be hierarchy (Interview No 

13: 07.03.2019). On the other hand, as another interviewee stated: leaders might in fact also 

chose to ignore commands from higher levels, if the latter represents a large degree of change. 

Then, many tend to pretend that they are changing their methods of work, yet, in practice: 

continue to work in old manners. The reasons for this avoidance of change might be lack of 

financial resources, but more likely, that people are not convinced mentally of the need for 

change. 

The introduction of the above-mentioned Law No 442 was intended to make the system of 

social protection more efficient, by organizing a comprehensive system of available services, 

including NGOs (Kremlin 2013). However, one of my interviewees (Interview No 12: 

06.03.2019) claimed that Law No 442 actually made the system less expedient as it monetized 

the system, while humanity was lost. People organize activities in order to qualify for 

subsiding from the state, yet not in order to solve the problems. In this case, “people” refers to 

both state and non-state social workers, and shows that the law that was intended to increase 

cooperation and efficiency did not enhance the systemic potential for solving peoples’ 

problems. Further, she claimed that this law did not make the system less rigid, as perhaps 
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intended, and that social workers accompany and assist people for such a fixed and limited 

period of time that it is unrealistic to actually solve any problems. 

Despite the monetization of the system of social protection, all of my interviewees claimed 

that they, as representatives of the third sector, are able to work in a way that the state system 

is not. They are capable of providing people with innovative, individualized and complex 

assistance and can work with them over longer periods of time (Holm-Hansen 2018, pp. 142, 

146). As one (Interview No 12) stated: “NGOs have more resources to walk with the parents 

‘hand in hand’. The state says: you go and look [for services] on your own”32 (06.03.2019). 

Sem’ia and Telitsina substantiate this and state that voluntary work, which many NGOs rely 

on, is necessary to meet the individual needs of vulnerable families. In 2016, approximately 

33% of the Russian population were on a regular basis helping strangers who they saw were 

in need, and 17% were engaged in organized voluntary work (Sem’ia & Telitsyna 2016, p. 

172). Nevertheless, with regard to filling the gaps of the state system, it is crucial that the 

voluntary work provided by NGOs should be of a professional character (Sem’ia & Telitsyna 

2016, pp. 172-173). Many of the organizations that participated in my fieldwork have for 

example professional psychologists and lawyers working both as employees and volunteers, 

and the organizations refer to successful results that legitimize the central position of NGOs 

within the system of childcare. On the other hand, NGOs are often seen as less a less 

threatening alternative by the parents: “Parents trust the NGOs more than the state. The state 

has a controlling function. The families are afraid that they will just take their children away. 

NGOs do not have that authority. […] But, the distribution of NGOs is uneven. […]”33 

(Interview No 7: 28.02.2019). Thus, although the representation of NGOs throughout Russia 

is perhaps disproportionate, the NGOs that do exist represent an important intersection of 

agents, who get contact with the vulnerable parents more easily and potentially can bring 

them closer to the state agents. As Holm-Hansen (2018) states: “In some cases the NKOs are 

nodal by having a privileged access to target groups such as foster parents who may trust 

trainers and specialists from these organizations more than they trust social workers or 

                                                 
32 “У НКО больше ресурсов идти с родителями ‘за руки’. Государство говорит: Иди и сам ищи. ” 
33 “Родители больше доверяют НКО, чем государству. Государство исполняет контролирующую 

функцию. Семьи боятся, что детей изымут. У НКО нет таких полномочий. […] Но распределение НКО 

неравномерное. […].” 
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municipal agencies” (p. 150). So, even though Holm-Hansen here points out foster parents, I 

suggest that this trust in NGOs also concerns biological parents in need of assistance. 

Furthermore, my interviewees stressed that for them to be able to help, it is necessary that the 

parents are motivated to work on their way of life. In turn, this requires that people are either 

referred to these organizations, or ask for help themselves, at such an early stage that they 

have not yet lost hope and motivation. With regard to referrals of families in need from the 

state departments, the human factor is often decisive for whether the specialist knows about, 

or decides that it is necessary to send a family to an NGO (Interview No 12: 06.03.2019). 

Some interviewees confirmed that the Guardian Department contacts the organizations for 

cooperation. One (Interview No 13) for example said: “The Guardian Department can contact 

us and say that they do not want to remove the child from the family and ask us for help. Or, 

they ask us to supervise the family”34 (07.03.2019). Another representative of an organization 

in Moscow (Interview No 7: 28.02.2019) said that birth clinics contact the organization when 

they see that a mother is thinking about abandoning her child at the clinic. Then the 

organization can send a psychologist or social worker who will try to sort out the reasons why 

the mother sees no other way out than leaving her child. According to this interviewee, this 

kind of preventive work often results in the mother keeping custody of her child. Yet, another 

(Interview No 4) claimed that: “NGOs are seldom hired as intermediaries. The state does not 

inhibit their work, but rarely cooperate”35 (07.03.2019). Although NGOs today are getting 

increasingly more attention through regular and social media, one of my interviewees stated 

that many of the organizations remain unknown to people in general. Thus, it seems that the 

extent to which the public gets access to the services provided by NGOs and the chance that 

they can actually help them change their situation is varying, relying on both the extent of 

cooperation between state departments and NGOS, and the time of referral.  

Moreover, there is also a need for NGOs to coordinate their work with each other, especially 

on a regional level (Sem’ia & Telitsina 2016, p. 180-181). In addition, NGOs may face 

financial difficulties. As a representative of a Moscow foundation (Interview No 8: 

28.02.2019) said: it is tougher financially now, since many are exclusively dependent upon 

grants as means of financing. Here, my interviewee refers to the introduction of the 

                                                 
34 “Органы опеки и попечительства могут обратиться и сказать, что мы не хотим изымать ребёнка- 

помогите… Или просят семью контролировать.” 
35 “НКО как посредников очень редко рассматривают. Государство не мешает им работать, но мало 

сотрудничают.” 
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Foundation of Presidential Grants, which, among other domestic grants, gives organizations 

the possibility to receive financing from the state if they provide services that the state find 

essential (The Foundation of Presidential Grants 2017; Holm-Hansen 2018, p 143). The 

backdrop of this, of course is that after 2012 NGOs are not allowed to receive foreign 

financing, making them dependent upon these presidential grants. This thus changed the 

conditions under which NGOs work (Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 151). More specifically it made 

them, as another of my interviewees pointed out, provide services that they do not always 

regard as expedient, but they provide these services along with the ones they regard as more 

useful, in order to receive state financing. In other words, the Presidential Grants provide the 

organizations with an opportunity to receive financial resources at a time when other sources 

of financing are being restricted, but they do control the activity of the organizations to a 

certain extent, making the systemic rigidity a potential threat to their work. 

Although facing challenges, NGOs are indeed playing a very important role, both by playing 

a crucial role in the policy-change on a political level, and acting as an example for innovative 

methods of work (Bindman, Bogdanova & Kulmala 2018, p. 208). As mentioned in 

subchapter 3.3, NGOs managed to influence the policy-change around 2010-2012 as they 

were called in as experts in working groups etc. Some researchers call this influence the 

ability of NGOs to make use of a “window of opportunity”. By this, they mean that the NGOs 

collaboration with the state coincided with the latter’s focus on handling other political issues. 

These issues included the ongoing demographic crisis, a need to revitalize Russia as a nation 

ideologically, international controversies such as the Dima Iakovlev case and international 

attention to and critique of the Russian residential system of childcare (Kulmala, Chernova & 

Rasell 2017, pp. 353-354; Bindman, Bogdanova & Kulmala 2018, pp. 211-212). Hence, the 

Russian state was more or less forced to introduce measures of indirectly combatting social 

orphanhood. 

Nevertheless, the National Strategy did recommend that besides taking part in policy-making, 

NGOs should also fill the gaps in the state system and demonstrate their innovative methods 

of work as an example on how things can be done in an alternative way (Sem’ia & Telitsina 

2016, pp. 170-171). As a representative from an organization in Oslo (Interview No 5: 

30.01.2019) pointed out, there is indeed much willingness and interest among state agents to 

cooperate with NGOs, to learn about alternative approaches towards vulnerable families and 

to adjust and incorporate them into their own systems of work. This corresponds with what 
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some of my other interviewees also said, yet, at the same time, they stressed the regional and 

local variances, and that such cooperation is yet to become consistent throughout the nation. 

Of course, changes take time, and the positive experience mentioned by some NGOs 

represents a potential for further development. The fact that NGOs are dependent upon 

regional authorities’ willingness to draw upon them plays an important role in this question. 

Still, I suggest that the inconsistency, seen from a national perspective, of guaranteeing 

increased cooperation between NGOs and state agents might also be related to the above 

mentioned window of opportunity – that since social orphanhood was addressed by the state 

mostly because it was of significance to other more important issues, the consistent 

implementation of realistic means of actually battling the specific problem of social 

orphanhood, such as interdisciplinary cooperation, is for now somewhat vague. As Bindman 

et al. (2019) concludes: “The clash between the goals, existing legislation, and the daily 

practices generates an institutional trap, which hinders the fulfilment of the goals” (p. 219). 

Thus, although the recommendations of the National Strategy represented a very important 

turning point on a policy level, my fieldwork has shown that the aim of achieving consistent 

interdepartmental and interdisciplinary cooperation seems yet to be accomplished on a 

practical level. 

Therefore, I conclude that NGOs have demonstrated their important position within childcare, 

more than NGOs working within other fields of interest in Russia (Bindman, Bogdanova & 

Kulmala 2018, p. 218; Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 141). Further, there is some interdisciplinary 

cooperation going on and the NGOs represent an important example to the state agents of 

how it is possible and perhaps more useful to work with vulnerable families. Nevertheless, the 

NGOs are also affected by the overall systemic rigidity and the laws mentioned in this chapter 

seem to limit their work rather than to enhance it. Therefore, systemic rigidity and irregular 

interdisciplinary cooperation both among the state agents themselves, and among state agents 

and NGOs, represent an obstacle when trying to reform the system of childcare in practice. 

4.5 The human factor and the lack of systemic 
competence 

 

In all of my interviews, one concept was repeated continually: the human factor. By this 

factor, they refer to the extent to which social work, both in the Guardian Department and the 
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Department of Social Protection is determined by the individual judgments of each social 

worker. This in my view has several reasons and consequences.  

A psychologist of a foundation said that  

 

The employees of the Guardian Department have either recently finished their education, or are waiting to 

retire. There is no specialization and the payment is low. Education is theory-based and is far removed 

from the real world. Few intend to stay for long in this sphere and there is a high turn-over. We held 

seminars for social workers five years ago – to the three seminars there came new people all the time36 

(07.03.2019). 

 

From this, we can conclude that for one, a reason for the human factor being dominant is the 

lack of specialized competency, which in turn is related to the systems of both financing and 

education. The poor system of financing, although it has indeed improved over the last years, 

seems to make the position of social worker not very enviable. As a result, those who have 

these positions have chosen it as either a starting or ending point of their career. This means 

they are either newly educated, though not specialized, and lack experience, or they come 

from another profession, having previously worked as a police officer, a teacher or a lawyer. 

Iarskaia-Smirnova and Rasell (2014) explain that the weakness of education within the sphere 

of social work has its roots from Soviet times, and that even though the education for social 

workers was established in the 1990s, it had a big focus on theory, and less on practice (p. 

223-224, 230). However, having a theoretically based education for social workers – albeit 

better than nothing – is not the same as training social workers for their specific field of work, 

given that the aims of social work could be significantly varied. Changes are occurring, 

though, and there are plans of enhancing the qualification of for example social workers of the 

Guardian Department (Biriukova, Siniavskaia & Varlamova 2013, p. 79). Yet, my fieldwork 

indicates that these expectations are still to be met. This especially concerns the fact that, 

according to my interviewees, social workers seem neither trained nor perhaps motivated to 

work in this particular field. There is no educational program preparing social workers to 

work namely in the Guardian Department (such as one finds for example in Norway), and 

those who work there have various backgrounds. This could perhaps have been an advantage, 

if combined with specific and concrete work criteria and methods. Yet, as these criteria and 

                                                 
36 “Работники Органов опеки и попечительства либо только что закончили образование, либо ждут 

пенсию. Нет специализации; зарплата маленькая; образование очень теоретическое, далеко от реального 

мира. Не собираются дольго работать в этой сфере. Кадры меняются постоянно. У нас семинары были 

пять лет назад - за три семинара всё разные люди приходили.” 
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methods are very vague – and cannot be elsewise in such a varied field as child protection – 

they leave room for individual interpretation, and consequently the big variations concerning 

the backgrounds of social workers can be seen as a problem. 

Handling people in different crises in a constructive manner requires specialized knowledge. 

According to the representative of a foundation in Moscow (Interview No 8) “[t]here are no 

psychologists who know how to work with traumas for example”37 (28.02.2019). 

Furthermore, on this issue another interviewee (Interview No 12: 06.03.2019) adds that it is 

difficult to improve the competency, as there is not enough money to do this. The 

psychological approach resembles that of the ‘man on the street’. Especially women of age 

with adult children of their own will suggest that the parents are bad and behaving incorrectly. 

Here, referring to elderly women working in the Guardian Department, it is claimed that they 

rely on their own experience as mothers, and easily stigmatize parents facing difficulties, 

blaming the parents’ incompetence and inability to secure the sufficient conditions for 

bringing up their children.  

Furthermore, some of my interviewees claimed that the families’ situations are often assessed 

by “eyeballing”38.  This means that when the Guardian Department assesses whether a family 

is suited for a child to grow up in, a subjective – often personally and not professionally 

substantiated – evaluation of the conditions is often made. It is noteworthy, though, that many 

of my interviewees did stress that the criteria for removal no longer are as focused on merely 

material conditions as for example Rockhill describes, and the Guardian Department is today 

obliged to report on a more comprehensive evaluation of the situation. The possibility for 

“eyeballing”, nevertheless, still implies that assessments, which are not based on professional 

judgement, are possible and perhaps frequent even today. As Al’shanskaia (2019-a) claims: 

the subjective evaluation is based primarily on visual impressions, and not so much on a 

search for an exhaustive understanding of the weaknesses and strengths of the family, with 

regard to the underlying reasons for the challenges and the potential of overcoming these.  

An overall consequence of the dominance of the human factor in the system of childcare is on 

the one hand a considerable degree of unpredictability and variety in methods and approaches. 

On the other hand, this factor opens a door to the space of culturally, traditionally and 

                                                 
37 “Нет психологов, которые знают как работать с травмамаи например.” 
38 “На глазок.” 
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individually conditioned attitudes, which again substantiates people’s fear of getting involved 

with the state departments. As Elena Al’shanskaia (2019-b), addressing the average citizens, 

claims, in the Guardian Department, states: “You are the ones working there”39 (facebook-

post, author has given permission to quotation). By this, she means that social workers are 

ordinary people without specialized competence within the specific field of childcare. This 

suggests that assessments and decisions are made more on a personal than professional basis, 

which in turn implies that – in a way resembling John Stuart Mill’s (1882) view on the 

tyranny of the majority – widespread public opinion might play an important role in the 

encounter with biological parents, who are struggling with difficulties (p.15). 

4.6 Neblagopoluchie – a stigmatizing category 
of the individual and a disclaimer of the collective 

  

In the previous section I addressed the importance of the human factor and how a lack of 

specialized competence among social workers, combined with very vague criteria of 

assessment, have an impact on the way biological parents are met and handled when being in 

contact with the Guardian Department. On the question of who usually are referred to the 

Guardian Department all of my interviewees answered that they are parents who are poor and 

unemployed, and who often lack permanent housing. Mostly, when referring to parents, my 

interviewees spoke only of mothers, indicating either that the mother is traditionally the most 

active parent in Russia, as the relationship between genders today has noticeable roots from 

Soviet times, or indicating that a great amount of the children are brought up by single-

mothers. This list of features indicates that an extent of maladjustment in the sense of social 

and economic disadvantage is frequent among referred parents – in contrast to the potential 

situation in which referrals are made on the basis of abuse, etc. Given that social workers to a 

certain extent are likely to be guided by more personal than professional principles and that 

economic and social maladjustment often provoke negative attitudes among people, it is 

relevant to address the concept of neblagopoluchie. Although sometimes being defined a bit 

blurry and referring to different features, neblagopoluchie can be translated into some kind of 

maladjustment (Iarskaia-Smirnova et al. 2014). It is a concept of widespread usage when 

characterizing and generalizing people of the Russian society who are not seen as meeting the 

                                                 
39 “Там работаете вы.” 
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requirements of living within the ‘norm’. By looking at this concept, it is possible to detect 

the existence of stratification in contemporary Russian society, what conditions are viewed as 

most crucial for a child to grow up under, and what makes the state, represented by the 

Guardian Department, intervene in some people’s lives while not in other’s. In this way, 

neblagopoluchie might be seen as a conceptual category, in terms of which the Russian 

society, through the representatives of the state, both creates and handles social orphanhood. 

Rockhill claims that moral judgements and stigma are present in the system of childcare in 

Russia today. She writes that: 

 

The correspondence between official Soviet moral judgements and the implicit use of similar moral 

judgements in post-Soviet times is quite remarkable. It appears that these values continue to exist in the 

minds of people, governing their judgements, perception of the family and ultimately their decision 

making (Rockhill 2010, p.143). 

 

The values mentioned are such as  

 

[…] the economic value of work and of having a permanent job with a guaranteed income; of being in a 

registered marriage rather than in a common law marriage; of material sufficiency with living 

comfortably in a clean, orderly, adequately furnished flat; of good education; and of being a hard-

working, self-reliant, conscientious and purposeful individual” (Rockhill 2010, p.137). 

 

Although using the term “neblagopoluchnie families”, my interviewees did not confirm that 

the stigmatization of such a category of people dominates the work of social workers. They 

were rather nuanced about what lies behind this term and what it might signify, and which 

further implications it might have. One representative of a foundation in Moscow (Interview 

No 8) states that: “Neblagopoluchnie families are diverse: it could be that they lack money, 

that there is violence in the family, or alcoholism, drug addiction, or illness. There are 

different situations and one need to solve them in different manners”40 (28.02.2019). This 

shows that neblagopoluchie depicts all kinds of situations and that there is a need for an 

individualized approach in order to address them. 

                                                 
40 “Неблагополучные семьи бывают разными: бывает, что денег нет, бывает, что насилие в семье, бывает 

алкоголизм, наркомания, болезнь. Разные случаи и решать надо по-разному.” 
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Nevertheless, some of my interviewees do acknowledge that stigma exists concerning 

mothers giving birth to children while being in a condition of neblagopoluchie. The question 

of “why they gave birth” is frequently posed to mothers facing challenges, insinuating that 

there are some universal conditions under which one should not give birth to children. 

Further, it is claimed to be a moral assumption among many Russians that women from 

neblagopoluchnie families tend to give birth at a higher than average rate. Several of my 

interviewees, referring to this as a fact, rather than a stigma, confirmed this assumption. They 

have many children, with different fathers, and the children are merely an unplanned result of 

sexual acts, rather than a conscious wish to have and raise their offspring. These assumptions 

are relevant in the discussion of moral decay in Russia today. Some claim that 

neblagopoluchnye people are giving birth to particularly many children, putting the general 

morality of the nation on stake: “The demographic situation in Russia today could be 

characterized as a paradox: those who are not able to sustain and raise their children (enhance 

‘the human capital’ of the nation) give birth, while, on the contrary, those who are capable of 

[raising children], refrain from giving birth”41 (Pankratova 2006, p. 118). Yet, given that it is 

well-documented in Russia that having many children often “[…] enhances the risk of being 

or becoming poor” (Holm-Hansen 2018, p. 140), one could ask what is the cause and what is 

the effect in this particular question. Although measures such as the Maternity Capital 

Programme have been introduced, giving parents material support, some of my interviewees 

claimed that for different reasons many parents remain unknown to the state and do not 

receive this material support. Also, it is claimed that the support that is being offered is far 

from sufficient in order to actually help those in need (Al’shanskaia 2019-a, time: 30.16, 

31.50). 

Another assumption is that “these mothers” lack the essential maternal instinct. A 

representative of the Ombudsman Institute in St. Petersburg (Interview No 11: 06.03.2019) 

claimed that some mothers, often having psychological problems, seem to lack a fully 

developed maternal instinct and that there seems to be is a general tendency in society that the 

maternal instinct is weakening. If we take into consideration Rockhill’s (2010) claim that in 

Russia the presence of ‘a maternal instinct’ is almost recognized as a synonym to parenting 

skills, then the assumption that there is a general weakening of the maternal instinct could 

                                                 
41 “Современной демографической ситуации в России присуща парадоксальная черта: рожают те, кто не 

способен содержать и воспитать детей (приумножить «человеческий капитал» нации), и наоборот, те, кто 

способен к этому, воздерживаются от их рождения.” 
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explain why less resourceful parents are easily regarded as lacking parenting skills as well (p. 

319). 

Thus, there are multiple factors influencing the perception of both the causes for and 

outcomes of the difficult family-situations. According to Rockhill (2010), there is also an 

ambivalence concerning the concepts of kinship and environment related to the expectations 

and demands towards mothers (p. 315-316). When social workers intervene in a family and 

often remove children from their biological family, principles of environment and good 

conditions are prioritized, yet, while they evaluate the outcome of the situation when the 

children grow up, most negative features of the children’s lives are related to the primordial 

ties to the neblagopoluchnaia family. It is almost as if this neblagopoluchie is recognized as 

inheritable. In a literal sense, this assumption is highly controversial. Still, if looking at this in 

a wider perspective, the neblagopoluchie does indeed often reproduce itself. Nevertheless, 

this is due to the lack of systemic social protection rather than a biological predisposition (see 

subchapter 4.6.1). 

Furthermore, the imprecise understanding of the term neblagopoluchie does imply a certain 

relativity, which again goes back to the human factor. Iarskaia-Smirnova et al. (2014), who 

claim that both the terms neblagopoluchie and its positive antonym blagopoluchie are 

described very vaguely in literature and in official documents support this. Nevertheless, 

rather than focusing on the term’s origin, they relate this vagueness of definition to more 

practical challenges concerning the implementation of efficient preventive/welfare measures. 

They stress that it is very difficult to evaluate the well-being of children and measures needed 

to improve the environment in which they grow up when the fragmentation of responsibility 

within the system of family welfare as a whole and the multiple definitions of the term 

neblagopoluchie makes it impossible to collect sufficient data (Iarskaia-Smirnova et al. 2014, 

p.91.   

Thus, the neblagopoluchie is perhaps relevant not so much for how it is defined, since this 

might be vague and varied, as much for how it causes parents to become visible to the state. 

As the representative of a foundation (Interview No 9) states: “All over the world people talk 

about children’s rights, such as the right to be protected against violence. Yet, this is not true 

since wherever I go I never see children from wealthy families. […] The system sees only 
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children from vulnerable families”42 (04.03.2019). Although recognizing that this is not an 

exclusively Russian trait, she points to the fact that vulnerability, or neblagoluchie, makes 

families become visible enough to enable the suspicion and detection of real abuse, while the 

same abuse will seldom be suspected or detected in a well-off family. This tendency 

correlates with the ongoing discussion in Russia between child’s right lobbyists and family 

rights lobbyists, among which the latter more conservative group may be said to have gained 

increasing support the past years (Holm-Hansen 2018, pp. 134-135). This brings negative 

consequences for both the vulnerable families who potentially might be at the center of social 

workers’ attention unfoundedly, and for the wealthy families who do not receive attention, 

despite being in need of assistance. 

Rockhill claims that the treatment of biological parents who are recognized by the state and 

society as neblagopoluchnye is conditioned by stigma and what she calls a witch-hunt. She 

further argues that the term “social orphanhood” is a euphemism, hiding the real nature of the 

problem. My findings partly support this. Instead of referring to a witch-hunt, I would rather 

suggest that the concept of neblagopoluchie to a certain extent provides the state and society 

with a conceptual space, in which it is possible to disavow responsibility for the conditions 

leading to social orphanhood. In this sense, social orphanhood could indeed be regarded as a 

euphemism, drawing attention to the fact that children are abandoned by their parents, and not 

to the fact that their parents were perhaps abandoned by the state and society before that. 

Thus, the concept of neblagopoluchie makes it possible to close ones eyes on challenges that 

should be handled on a systemic level by focusing on them on an individual level instead. 

4.6.1 Former residents as parents – an example of 
neblagopoluchie 

 

In subchapter 3.4, I pointed out the consequences of an institutionalized childhood, and also 

why it could be considered as more favorable to work with the biological parents of children 

in order to rehabilitate the biological family, rather than spending large resources on 

developing alternatives of residency. Here, I will address one more aspect, connecting this 

question with the issue of preventing families from becoming vulnerable and maladjusted.  

Many social orphans will want to start their own family one day. Yet, they almost a priori find 

                                                 
42 “По всему миру говорят о правах ребёнка, как о правах защиты от насилия. Но это не правда, так как 

где бы я не была, я не видела ни одного ребёнка из богатой семьи. […] Система видит только детей из 

социально неуязвимых семей.” 
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themselves in the group of potentially vulnerable and maladjusted parents, due to the 

challenges they often face, as mentioned in subchapter 3.4. Thus, they might be in need of 

additional assistance from the state when becoming responsible for their own children, since 

they often have a weaker starting point – economically, socially and perhaps emotionally – 

than people who have grown up in their own family. 

One of my interviewees (Interview No 13: 07.03.2019) said that many former residents of 

orphanages feel stigmatized when becoming parents. To illustrate this she referred to a mother 

who was a former resident, who constantly had her child wearing a helmet. This was meant to 

prevent the child from getting bruises on the head while playing. The mother had told my 

interviewee that she had been threatened by the Guardian Department that if they saw any 

signs of abuse or neglect, they would take her child away from her. Thus, she did everything 

to prevent such a situation. Further, my interviewee confirmed that stigma does indeed exist 

regarding former residents and their ability to raise their children properly. As my cases in 

subchapter 3.4 also substantiate, they might not have the odds on their side when it comes to 

knowing what it means to lead a normal family life. Yet, it seems sadly ironical that the state 

system that originally forced them into such a reality – depriving them of knowing what 

family life is like – is also the system that is telling them that they are not capable of bringing 

up their own children. This substantiates what Rockhill (2010) calls a reconstruction of the 

blood kinship, when it is convenient for the state to disclaim responsibility: “The development 

of the ‘bad seed’ biological model is a fallback defensive position – when things go wrong, it 

enables staff to claim that it is not their failure, but the individuals’” (p. 316). Al’shanskaia 

(2019-c) describes the situation as follows 

 

I would call the system that works with biological families a big systemic gap. […] On the one hand, it is 

not possible to protect a child when there is violence and hard treatment involved, there is simply no way 

of intervening in such a story. [..] On the other hand, there is a reverse side to the situation, when one 

intervenes in a family, when a child is removed or a possible removal is notably threatening the parents, 

while there is nothing in the family that really threatens the child. The Guardian Department comes to 

them and starts to pressure them. […] This could be […] 43 adults who grew up in an orphanage 

                                                 
43 “Я бы назвала систему работы с кровными семьями одним большим системным пробелом. […] С 

одной стороны, невозможно защитить ребенка, когда есть насилие, жестокое обращение, но нет никаких 

возможностей в эту историю вмешаться. […] С другой стороны, есть и обратная ситуация, когда 

происходит вмешательство в семью, когда ребенок изымается или угроза изъятия ощутимо висит над 

родителями, но при этом ребенку в семье ничего не угрожает. Органы опеки приходят к ним и начинают 

их прессовать. […] Это могут быть […] взрослые, которые сами выросли либо в детдоме и у них не было 

опыта ведения домашнего хозяйства, либо в семьях, которые тоже жили в таких условиях, их родители 

употребляли алкоголь или страдали наркотической зависимостью. В итоге у них тоже нет опыта 
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themselves and who lack experience in running a home, or who grew up in a family that lived under such 

conditions, whose parents were drinking or suffered from drug addiction. As a result, they lack the 

experience of creating the necessary conditions for a normal way of life as they grew up under bad and 

insanitary conditions. To improve, they work on themselves, but, of course, their inner potential is smaller 

than that of a person who grew up in a well-adjusted family. They often face hardship in handling life, yet 

there may not be a threat to a child’s life or health. Still, the main reaction of the state organs to such 

families is that of frightening, making claims and demands. Then the situation to the Guardian 

Department further looks like this: here you have family which did not sufficiently make an effort to the 

benefit of its child. This family is ‘like that’ (the interview is without paging). 

 

This description points to how people who are very vulnerable from the outset, lacking the 

means of handling even the most elementary sides to life, are met with suspicion and demands 

that are unrealistic for them to meet, unless they get some kind of assistance. Thus, the 

conditions under which such parents have grown up themselves and the conditions under 

which they often continue to live as adults are not coherent with the lack of understanding of 

and lack of measures to overcome these conditions from the Guardian Department. To solve 

this inconsistency to the benefit of the children and its parents it is first of all crucial to 

continue the deinstitutionalization process, as stressed in chapter 3. Secondly, it would be 

favorable to replace or complement the punitive function of the Guardian Department 

regarding former residents with an assisting function. It is therefore necessary to provide the 

former residents with necessary assistance regarding their plans of starting a family. As an 

example of a group of risk that potentially can become neblagopoluchnyi, former residents 

represent and illustrate the general need to work with vulnerable families and to assist them in 

handling their individual challenges, before the latter get too big to handle and 

neblagopoluchie reproduces itself in a systemic sense. 

4.7 Remarks from a comparative perspective 
 

A study carried out by Trevor Spratt (2001) on the relation between the orientation of child 

protection and child welfare practice in the United Kingdom in the 1990s, showed some 

aspects that are relevant to my findings. At that point, the orientation of child protection, as in 

a focus on risk management and rescuing the child from danger, was widespread, and though 

                                                 
создания нормального быта: они сами выросли в плохих условиях, антисанитарных. Стараясь быть 

лучше, они работают над собой, но, конечно, у них внутренних возможностей намного меньше, чем у 

человека, который жил в благополучной семье. Они очень часто не справляются, но при этом угрозы 

жизни или здоровью ребенка нет. Но главная реакция государственных органов на такие семьи – это 

запугивание, претензии и требования. А дальше для органов опеки ситуация выглядит так: вот семья, она 

недостаточно постаралась ради своего ребенка, она вот такая-сякая.” 
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on a higher level, there was officially a tendency to change this orientation, the practice at the 

ground level stayed mostly the same (Spratt 2001, p. 935). Spratt points to several reasons for 

this, among others the fact that the social workers were afraid to overlook a severe risk, on the 

one hand because they feared the consequences of this for the children, and on the other hand, 

because they feared how the public would react to such a failure of the social workers. 

Threshold criteria were therefore mostly aimed at handling risk, and erroneously applied to a 

wider group of children than necessary. This was due to the fact that most cases where 

children to some extent are in need of assistance, a certain level of risk will always be present, 

and by focusing on child protection and risk management the social workers safeguard 

themselves (Spratt 2001, pp. 935, 938). Further, Spratt notes that there was a lack of 

procedural guidance for social workers, in both child protection and child welfare cases. 

Much work was based on habit; yet, this was interconnected to the fear of overseeing a real 

risk, resulting in the domination of managing risk, as in child protection, rather than providing 

of assisting services, as in child welfare practice. The study shows that most referred families 

suffer “[…] from a range of socio-economic difficulties, including poor housing and financial 

problems” (Spratt 2001, p. 940). Many of the families requested assistance themselves, but 

despite interdisciplinary cooperation, this rarely led to a concrete proposal of solutions. 

Instead, cooperation was used as a means of searching for more factors of risk (Spratt 2001, 

pp. 940-942).  

As mentioned, this study brings in some comparative perspectives to my study, as there are 

similarities between the situation in the UK in the late 1990s and the situation in Russia today. 

Threshold criteria, which in reality are expedient with reference to a narrow group of people 

who really need risk management, are used as a universal approach towards different kinds of 

families deviating from the norm in one way or the other. Also, interdisciplinary cooperation 

is pointed out as it leads to more suspicion than concrete measures of assistance. This shows 

that in the UK, as in Russia, the orientation of child protection is dominating to the expense of 

a child welfare practice. Spratt (2001) concludes his study by remarking that in order for a 

change to occur in practice, there is a need to “[…] move from surface to depth in how we 

understand what social workers do, why they do it [   ]” (p. 952). Given the striking 

similarities of the situation described in this study of the UK and the situation described in my 

study of Russia today, these remarks substantiate the claims of my interviewees concerning 

the need to change the system of family welfare from focusing on risk management as in child 

protection to risk prevention as in child welfare. It substantiates the call for making the system 
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more comprehensive, not separating child protection from preventive social protection, 

without considering family welfare as actually including child welfare and potentially 

eliminating the need for child protection to a much larger extent than today.  

Likewise, the study of Holland and Scourfield (2004) of the system of childcare in the UK 

brings in a relevant notion to my study. The reactive nature of the work of the Guardian 

Department in Russia is parallel to what Holland and Scourfield refers to as a “preoccupation 

with risk” in the UK. One of my interviewees (Interview No 9: 04.03.2019) point out that the 

development of a focus on namely reactive measures within the Russian system of childcare 

was a consequence of influence from the USA and UK in the 1990s and that there is 

resistance both from the state and many NGOs to change this primary focus. Given this 

assumption, there is a potential parallel between the Russian focus on reactive measures today 

and the conclusions of both Spratt’s as well as Holland’s and Scourfield’s research. Thus, 

Holland’s and Scourfield’s (2004) notion that there was a potential of “[…] refocusing 

towards family support” in the UK in the 2000s is relevant to the situation in Russia today 

(pp. 24, 28). Instead of focusing only on the needs of the child, separated from the needs of 

the parents and the family as a whole, in a context where interference happens at a very late 

stage, it could be beneficial for all parties to refocus on family/child welfare rather than on 

child protection only. As Lupton and Nixon (1999) state: “Those who argue that it is the child 

themself whose empowerment needs must prevail may underestimate the interconnectedness 

of these needs with the empowerment of others, such as parents/carers […]” (sic., p. 21).  

Thus, whether it is called a child protection approach, preoccupation with risk or a reactive 

approach, the studies of Spratt, Holland and Scourfield supports the call of my interviewees to 

change the system of childcare in Russia overall, from dealing with extreme situations to 

preventing these situations from becoming so extreme. 

4.8 Summary 
 

In this chapter, I have discussed the position of biological parents within the system of 

childcare, based on the primary and secondary experience of representatives from 

organizations working in the intersection between the state and vulnerable families. I have 

shown that the system of intervention is reactive in its nature and is activated only at a very 

late stage when the situation for the family is often so serious that there is little to be done to 
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change it. Also, I have shown that the practice of returning children to their biological parents 

does not correlate with the officially proclaimed focus on the importance of the biological 

family. Further, I have demonstrated how the system of social protection is of a declarative 

nature; making families who are at an early stage of vulnerability invisible to the state if they 

do not cry out for help themselves. I have also pointed to the complexity of actually getting 

the help needed, something which hinders the system of social protection from reaching out to 

those who perhaps need assistance the most. All these factors may be said to preserve the 

invisibility of vulnerable families and parents for a long time, in a sense giving them a big 

sphere of negative liberty, until the seriousness of the situation suddenly make them 

extremely visible, withdrawing this liberty. 

In addition, I have demonstrated how the rigidity of the system and the haphazard character of 

interdisciplinary cooperation affect the previous points. The extent to which the Guardian 

Department works together with the Department of Social Protection, and other organizations, 

determines the chances of both intervening at an early stage and actually having some means 

of changing even some of the extreme situations constructively. Finally, I have argued that the 

human factor plays an important role in all of the previous questions. It determines the 

methods of intervention; whether the social workers of the Guardian Department will 

cooperate with their colleagues in the Department of Social Protection and NGOs and how 

they try to overcome the challenges that the biological families face. The human factor is also 

central within the discussion of the significance of popular attitudes and more specifically the 

concept of neblagopoluchie. This is a concept, which I suggest gives the state and society a 

conceptual space in which it is possible to disavow the responsibility for challenges that 

require systemic change – namely the improvement of people’s human capability. 

To sum up this chapter, I will refer to Biriukova and Tyndik’s (2014) claim that although 

measures are being made to improve the situation of childcare “[…] until lately, means of 

preventing social exclusion – as in detecting groups of risk in time and working precautionary 

with them to not only ensure that the child can stay in its biological family, but also to 

improve the conditions of this child’s upbringing – have remained weak”44 (p. 214). Indeed, 

there seems to be an official and theoretical call for helping families before the situation 

                                                 
44 “[…] до последнего времени оставалась слабой деятельность, направленная на первичное преодоление 

социальной исключённости - на своевременное выявление семей группы риска и профилактическую 

работу с ними с тем, чтобы не только сохранить ребёнка в кровной семье, но и улучшить условия его 

воспитания в ней.” 
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necessitates extreme measures such as removal of children from their families, but the 

practical implementation is more complicated and there is a lack of systemic effort to 

overcome this state of things. It is difficult for social workers in both the Guardian 

Department and the Department of Social Protection to help vulnerable families at an early 

stage. This is due to the reactive and declarative nature of the policies followed in the 

respective departments; the rigidity and bureaucratic complexity of the two systems; the lack 

of human and financial resources; the lack of specialized education for social workers within 

specific professions; stigma related to being maladjusted; the widespread stigma and fear 

related to state intervention. The latter in turn relates to the fact that a lack of standard 

procedures makes the work of the social protection apparatus unpredictable, given the 

individual, local and regional variations within the system of childcare as a whole. 

Hence, parents who for a long time are invisible to the system, become swiftly visible for 

them only to become branded as irremediable and again turn invisible as soon as the children 

are removed. In 2011, UNICEF wrote a report on the social conditions of Russian children 

and concluded that: 

 

The general political direction towards deinstitutionalization made it possible for federal and regional 

authorities to regard the placement of orphans in family-like alternatives as the main measure of 

preventing social orphanhood. Yet, this is not prevention, but only the overcoming of orphanhood. 

Preventive measures are those of early intervention and keeping the child in its familiar environment, 

avoiding the procedure of removing the child from its biological family. Today the legal framework 

orients all agents working with prevention to focus on families in crises. These are families that are very 

difficult to rehabilitate within a short, something which results in the removal of the children. In the 

procedures of early detection of challenges all state and non-state institutions must be included […]45 (p. 

119) 

 

Rockhill (2010), on the her hand, concluded her book with the note that: 

 

As a result of doing this research, I believe that this is the aim to establish a state social services network 

specifically designed to help families in caring for their children. [...] There is a need to abandon the 

                                                 
45 “Общий политический курс на деинституционализацию детей-сирот способствовал тому, что 

федеральные и региональные власти стали рассматривать семейную форму устройства как главную меру 

профилактики социального сиротства, однако это не профилактика, а преодоление сиротства. 

Профилактику следует связывать с мерами раннего вмешательства и сохранения ребенка в семейном 

окружении без процедур изъятия из кровной семьи. В настоящее время законодательство ориентирует 

всех агентов профилактики на работу с уже кризисной семьей, реанимировать которую в короткий 

промежуток времени, как правило, очень трудно, поэтому принимаются решения об изъятии детей. В 

процедуры раннего выявления должны включиться все государственные и негосударственные институты 

[…]” 
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disciplinarian approach to family problems; to recognize the family’s self-worth and establish a family 

preservation philosophy; to introduce a policy of non-discrimination against certain categories of 

families; to establish social services; and to re-distribute funds that currently support large institutions, in 

order to support the family. The expectation that the family can do it all on its own, especially when the 

basic social safety network has developed large gaps, is unrealistic without long-term involvement of 

social services in assisting families to care for their children by helping parents to overcome their 

difficulties (pp. 321-322). 

 

Both Rockhill’s and UNICEF’s data were collected before the second turning point, 

mentioned in subchapter 3.3, within the policy of deinstitutionalization and the adoption of a 

new focus on the family in the 2010s. One would expect that the aims and promises that were 

officially presented after this turning point, which actually correspond closely to the 

recommendations of Rockhill and UNICEF, to a large extent would be met today. 

Nevertheless, the findings of my fieldwork seem to make it legitimate to say that the 

assessment and recommendations made by Rockhill in 2010 and UNICEF in 2011 are still 

highly relevant. Thus, a thorough systemic change is still a challenge that Russia needs to 

overcome if it in practice, and not only in theory, is to reduce the problem of maladjusted 

families, and consequently the problem of social orphanhood. 
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5 The state’s right and duty to 
intervene in terms of negative and 
positive liberty and value pluralism. 
Neblagopoluchie in the context of 
human capability. 

 

Having discussed the position of biological parents within the system of childcare, I will now 

describe this position within the conceptual framework of negative and positive liberty, value 

pluralism and human capability. I argue that the state’s practice of its right and duty to 

intervene in people’s lives indicates a relatively high degree of negative liberty for the 

citizens, in the sense that the state intervenes at a late stage of child abuse/neglect. Moreover, 

given the fragmented nature and lack of financial and specialized human resources within the 

welfare system as a whole – including both the preventive and intervening sections – a lack of 

real human capability among vulnerable families is produced and maintained. This seems to 

determine the outcome of state-intervention, making the negative liberty of vulnerable 

families quite limited in practice, since the situation in the moment of intervention is usually 

so severe that the system cannot offer much realistic help. I further suggest that the concept of 

neblagopoluchie coincides with the concept of limited human capability, in that the state 

indirectly forces itself to intervene in people’s lives because of its own failure to provide 

people with the necessary level of social protection needed for them to be self-sufficient and 

satisfactory caregivers for their children. This failure of the state can in turn be related to 

Berlin’s warning about the relativeness of positive liberty. By blaming the families for its own 

failures, the state indirectly claims that the parents are autonomous and possess the necessary 

liberty to meet their obligations as parents. The illusion of positive liberty, thus, gives the 

state the opportunity to disclaim responsibility.  

When outlining the conceptual framework in subchapter 2.2, I pointed out that since Berlin 

claims that only intentional use of force can be defined as a threat to people’s negative liberty, 

he does not recognize poverty as a direct threat to people’s negative liberty in itself. However, 

to the extent that the realization of a welfare system could be defined as an intentional act, 

poverty could be seen as a limitation of this negative liberty. In addition, I addressed how 

Berlin recognizes poverty as a factor, which limits the realization of the negative liberty. By 
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supporting a system that seems inexpedient to those who are most in need of it, and thus 

limiting the realization of the negative liberty, makes this very liberty, in the sense that the 

state intervenes only in extreme cases, ambiguous. It might seem as if the inexpedient welfare 

system almost creates the extreme cases, which in turn leads to the unavoidable violation of 

the negative liberty.  

In subchapter 2.2, I also described Berlin’s critical attitude towards the possible implications 

of positive liberty. Given the focus on the source of control, autonomy acquires a relative 

character. The individual might think it is autonomic, and is being held responsible for its 

actions given this autonomy, but in reality, it is just living under the majority’s control and 

definition of an assumed universal liberty. Applied to the context of childcare in Russia, this 

concept makes it possible to say that the state, being the rational majority, controls the 

minority, making the latter believe it is autonomic in a context of wide negative liberty. The 

minority is also held responsible for its positive liberty, given this autonomy, and thus is 

personally blamed for its failure to fulfill this. On the other hand, the state has the opportunity 

to make the individual the subject and not an object of its own life (Holland & Scourfield 

2004, p. 31). The state can facilitate an increase of the individual’s human capability, making 

the individual become the autonomic being as which the state treats it. This could be done by 

modifying the declarative nature of the system of social protection and the reactive nature of 

the Guardian Department into a focus on exhaustive family/child welfare. In the context of 

the current focus in Russia on improving the demographic situation, this is regarded as also 

serving the interests of the state, guaranteeing families who have, or wish to have many 

children, an easier access to social protection.  

According to this, when applying the parallel between human capability and 

(ne)blagopoluchie, I see that it is possible for the state to increase its citizens’ human 

capability by means of a renewed focus on how to further implement a practical policy of 

family/child welfare. Being dependent does not need to be shameful, if it is met by a 

respectful approach and attitude, from both the state and other non-dependent citizens: 

  

Reluctant clients of child protection teams may not be able to control the fact of being `seen` (made 

visible) by the authorities, but they should indeed be able to control the conditions of their visibility. They 

need not be objectified and demeaned by inhumane bureaucratic responses. Passivity can be avoided if 

people are allowed to participate actively in the conditions of their own (Holland & Scourfield 2004, p. 

32: referring to R. Sennett’s challenge on dependency as infantilization, 2003, p. 118). 
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Thus, being dependent in some respects might secure autonomy in other aspects, making 

parents able to take responsibility for their children. As I mentioned in subchapter 2.2, Sen 

claims there are certain basic features of society that must be present in a person’s life, in 

order for to regard him as responsible for it. Given that the transition phase of the 1990s led to 

a higher level of employment and poverty, the right of the Russian state to make less 

resourceful parents fully responsible for their failure as parents could be seen as relative. The 

fact that: “To live without money and employment, which makes it difficult to follow the 

ideas of proper parenthood, is conceptualized as a personal inadequacy” (Rockhill 2010, p. 

318), reveals the Russian state and society as either hiding from the reality, or disavowing the 

collective responsibility.  

Further, liberty, rights and duties are closely related, indicating that liberty is the right of a 

person, and that someone/something, sometimes being an abstract and undefined category, has 

a duty to secure it. In the case of Russia, this something is the state, and as I have shown, the 

state ensures a large extent of negative liberty to its citizens concerning the question of 

childcare. However, as Berlin stresses the importance of value pluralism, making liberty one 

value among others, a more complicated picture evolves. By applying Berlin’s value 

pluralism, I see that the negative liberty provided by the Russian state loses some of its 

weight, as the human capability is too weak. Thus, the right of a person to be protected from 

the state’s intervention loses its significance, as the result of the overall situation is unfair 

living conditions for the vulnerable families. When taking into consideration the situation of a 

person or a group of people, such as a child or a family, an emphasis on values alongside a 

focus on rights could ensure “[…] baselines of fairness and decency in what is essentially a 

negative but necessary form of social intervention” (Holland & Scourfield 2004, p. 30).  
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6 Conclusion 
 

In this thesis, I sought to answer the research question:  How can the position of biological 

parents within the Russian system of child welfare be described and what does this tell us 

about the system as a whole?  

To answer this question I have addressed the following sub questions: 

1. What is the background of social orphanhood in Russia and what is contextually 

relevant to understand the situation within childcare in Russia today? 

2. Under what circumstances does the state intervene and remove children from their 

biological parents today? 

3. What preventive measures are being made? 

4. How can vulnerable families receive help? 

5. Is reintegration into the biological family of removed children considered and used as 

an expedient alternative? 

 

I have demonstrated that within the policy of deinstitutionalization in Russia, biological 

parents and the biological family have received increasing attention in the last decade. Ideally, 

intervention in family life does not have to be a power-demonstration of the state 

representatives, but it can mean meeting the families where they are, giving them advice and 

help in a cooperative way. I have addressed that this is what the Russian state officially seeks 

to do. Yet, my fieldwork showed that the situation is more complicated in reality. The 

preservation of the biological family is hindered by several factors. Firstly, it is hindered by 

the declarative nature of the system of social protection. In order for people to receive help 

from the state, they have to declare their needs and their rights in a manner that requires big 

resources. The shop of services (magazin uslug) is difficult to maneuver in, and those who 

really need help, often prove incapable of acknowledging their needs, or realizing for what 

services they could benefit from and actually qualify. Secondly, attitudes towards asking for, 

and receiving help, are an obstacle. People try to handle their problems on their own, both 

because they recognize the difficulty of receiving help, but also because they fear the reactive 

nature of the Guardian Department, and that this department will be informed by the 

Department of Social Services as soon as families in need seek help. Thirdly, there are 

variations with regard to interdepartmental cooperation, both regionally and locally. Hence, 
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not all those who could benefit from their help reach the Department of Social Services, and 

those ending up at the Guardian Department are often in such a state, that there is little to be 

done in order to help them, other than removing the children. In this context, the human factor 

is decisive, and the extent of interdisciplinary cooperation, including cooperation with NGOs, 

often depends on the personal knowledge and attitudes of the individual social worker of the 

state. All these factors make biological parents invisible at a point when they could have 

received help, so that their children could grow up under better conditions in their biological 

family.  

Further, I have presented two cases of former residents and through them discussed the 

importance of deinstitutionalization indeed, but I have also discussed how they represent 

important aspects of how biological parents and families can be vulnerable. In a potential 

sense, although they do not have children of their own, the persons in my cases represent one 

category of families who might be in need of additional assistance from the state, as they 

often are what can be characterized as asocial when entering adult life. I have pointed out 

their economic and social vulnerability, and how they to some extent are stigmatized by 

society for their parents’ faults. In other words, they exemplify a situation when it could be 

crucial that the state is involved with a positive preventive approach if they should start a 

family of their own. 

Still, I have also discussed how NGOs do represent an opportunity within the system of 

childcare. They play a crucial role both as agents that complement and fill the gaps of the 

state system in itself, but also as an important example and representative of innovative and 

alternative approaches, based on exhaustive family/child welfare, as opposed to merely child 

protection. Their individual and complex approach towards vulnerable families has the 

potential to both assist and fulfil the state in the officially required transition from a reactive 

to a preventive welfare approach. This could make biological parents become more visible at 

an earlier stage; increase their human capability and make them more able to care for their 

children and thus preserve the negative liberty of both the parents and the children in the end. 

To sum up, I have thus found that from a systemic perspective in Russia today there is still a 

lack of real preventive measures aimed at keeping children together with their biological 

parents, as well as practical measures aimed towards the return of children to their biological 

parents. I suggest that the above-mentioned factors of hindrance have two possible roots. The 

most obvious root is the question of resources, both in terms of finances, education of 
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professionals and availability of employees. On the other hand, the root of the problem also 

seems to be the question of usefulness, and whether it  is regarded as expedient to work with 

the biological families in practice at all. Here we have seen that often it appears to be useless 

to work with families that are in such severe conditions that little can be done to actually 

change the situation. Moreover, I learned from my interviewees that in this regard, the 

question of social protection and welfare in general, and the availability and timing of positive 

intervention, is decisive. I have seen that when social problems get to grow so immense that 

the state turns its back on the families in question, the issue of social problems on a macro 

level tends to be defined as a social problem on an individual level. As Spicker (2014) puts it: 

 

The general experience of social welfare provision has been that both individual and collective responses 

are necessary […] Once apparently individual problems, like interpersonal violence or alcoholism, 

become widespread, a generalised social response may be needed for services to be effective. (p. 82).  

 

Having this position in mind, that a generalized response is required to combat individual 

problems that are widespread in a macro scale, I would say that the Russian state disavows its 

responsibility when individual problems become, and remain, so immense that they really 

should be recognized as collective/national. The demands made towards parents are in 

practice met on individual terms, given the decrease, since the dissolution of the Soviet 

Union, of social protection related to the upbringing of children. Accordingly, parents are 

blamed as individuals for their incapability of bringing up their children properly. Yet, as 

stated by Spicker above, when individual challenges become so severe that they turn into a 

problem of a collective nature, there is a need for a more generalized response. My 

interviewees state that this generalized response to the real root of the problem of social 

orphanhood is poorly addressed in Russia today. When speaking of preventive measures, the 

state implements measures that alleviates the consequences, namely finding alternative 

residency for deprived children, but not the causes of the problem, namely the social 

challenges. The lack of consistent support (soprovozhdenie) of vulnerable families is therefore 

a structural problem. Parents are not accompanied or supported in neither the process of 

understanding which services that are available to help them, nor in the process of being able 

to attain these services. This results in the most marginalized becoming even more 

marginalized due to a system that is inaccessible for the most needy, all the while society and 
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the state blame this marginalization on the failure of the individuals themselves, making it a 

matter of personal resources on a genetic level rather than environmental. 

In this way, if I turn to the concept of the state’s right and duty to interfere in individuals’ 

lives, and look at the state’s duty to guarantee a minimum of social protection for its citizens, 

I suggest that where the state does not fulfil its latter collective duty, the blame is placed on 

the individuals. Therefore, despite the original problem being of a collective nature, as in the 

lack of social protection, in practice, the blame is put on individuals for not coping with their 

lives. Then, when approaching the problem in the reverse direction, trying to understand why 

these individuals become asocial, both society and the state seem to see the original problem 

as a collectivized and generalized version of the individual challenges. Thus, the category of a 

neblagopluchnaia family gives both the state and society virtually the possibility to ignore the 

real root of the problem, making the challenges of biological parents invisible within this 

generalizing and stigmatizing concept.  

Thus, in order to answer the research question I conclude that the position of biological 

parents within the Russian system of childcare today can be described as invisible to the state 

and society, thus having a large extent of negative liberty, at a stage when it could be possible 

to assist and help them. Then the biological parents suddenly turn very visible when, due to 

the severe lack of human capability within an illusion of positive liberty, the situation reveals 

itself as so extreme that only reactive measures seem to be an option. In other words, at this 

stage both parents and the children are swiftly deprived of their negative liberty. Finally, after 

the reactive measures, the biological parents again turn invisible, as there are few measures by 

which to assist the parents when the children are no longer in the family, making the reunion 

of the child with its biological parents unlikely. Hence, while the official policy proclaims that 

the family is in focus and that preventive measures of social orphanhood are of high priority, 

the frequent invisibility of biological parents – except for when they are facing reprimands for 

them being less resourceful – tells us that the Russian system of childcare in general can be 

characterized as conditioned by an inconsistency between theory and practice. Yet, within the 

context of value pluralism, I suggest that the situation could potentially change by means of 

limiting the negative liberty to such an extent that positive intervention can ensure a sufficient 

level of human capability among vulnerable families.  
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 Attachments 

List of interviewees 

Group 1: 

1: Former resident, Kaliningrad: telephone, 19.11.2018 

2: Former resident, Kaliningrad: telephone, 27.11.2018 

 

Group 2: 

3: Aleksandra Telitsina, researcher at the Higher School of Economics 

Moscow: Moscow, 04.03.2019 

4: Svetlana Biriukova, researcher at the Higher School of Economics Moscow: 

St. Petersburg, 07.03.2019 

 

 

Group 3/4: 

5: Representative from Save the Children Norway: Oslo, 30.01.2019 

6: Aleksandr Gezalov from “The Social Senter of the Prelate Tikhon” 

(“Sotsial’nij Tsentr Sviatitel’ia Tikhona”)/public expert: Moscow 27.02.2019 

7: Representative from SOS-Childrens’ villages: Moscow, 28.02.2019 

8: Representative from the charity foundation “The River of Childhood” 

(“Reka detstva”): Moscow, 28.02.2019 

9: Elena Al’shanskaia from the charity foundation “Assistance to Volunteers in 

Children’s Homes” (“Volontery v pomoshch’ detiam-sirotam”)/ public expert: 

Moscow, 04.03.2019 

10: Two representatives from the charity organization “Partnership for Every 

Child” (“Partnerstvo kazhdomu rebenku”): St. Petersburg, 05.03.2019 

11: Two representatives from the Ombudsmen Institute: St. Petersburg, 

06.03.2019 

12: Two representatives from SOS-Childrens’ Villages: St. Petersburg, 

06.03.2019 

13: Two representatives from the charity foundation “A warm home” (“Teplyi 

dom”): St. Petersburg, 07.03.2019 

14: Representative from SOS-Childrens’ Villages: St. Petersburg, 07.03.2019 
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Interview guides 

Group 1: 

-When and under what circumstances were you placed in an institution? What kind of 

institution was it? 

-How long did you live in an institution? Did you live in different institutions? Why and in 

which institutions? 

-Can you tell me about the conditions at the institutions?  

-How did the nannies/teachers treat you? 

-How did the other children treat you? 

-What did you do after having finished ninth grade? 

-If you went to college-what were the conditions like there? How did the employees and other 

students treat you? 

-What did you do further? Did you find a job? Was this difficult? 

-Can you describe your network of friends and family? 

-Could you describe in your own words your childhood in various institutions and the 

implications of this? Have you faced any challenges related to your childhood in an 

institution? How about advantages? 

 

Group 2/3/4: 

-What position do you have? 

-Can you describe in your own words what your work/research is about? 

-What kind of work is your organization/foundation involved in? 

-How is this related to biological families? 
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-Can you tell me about your cooperation with state agents and other NGOs? 

-What characterizes the process when children are removed from their parents? What happens 

before and after? 

-Are children often reintergrated in their biological families? When and under what 

circumstances? Is reintegration considered to be an expedient alternative? 

-Can you tell me about preventive work? What is being done by state agencies and by you? 

-Which challenges are most frequent among the families you work with/study? 

-What is needed to overcome these challenges, in your opinion? 

-What are the biggest challenges for the state in overcoming social orphanhood? 
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